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Editorial – comments 
 
The apocryphal year 2000, which started so spectacularly is rapidly drawing to a close. It 
has been momentous in many respects for the Society with new challenges on the horizon. 
The Society will be guided in the next two years by Hermann Staude who has been elected 
Chairman, (simply a word replacing the former term – President, but whose functions 
remain the same). The protocols surrounding the establishment of Regional Branches of 
the Society have been exhaustively debated. Formalization of a Gauteng and a Western 
Cape Branch have now been effected. 

Change is something you can be sure of – and what a year it has been; portfolio 
changes, a new constitution, Branches, Conference 2000 and the AGM where new office- 
bearers were elected and their functions ratified. Many of these changes were inevitable. 
A copy of the new constitution is printed in this edition. Incoming office-bearers, 
seconded members or regional representatives are set out on the inside of the cover, all 
contributing to the smooth functioning of the Lepidopterists' Society of Africa. The 
annual nettle of membership fees had to be handled with care and the adjusted fees for 
the coming year are tabulated below the various portfolios. 

We are all eagerly anticipating our web site’s completion and development. It is still 
on track and initialization is imminent – with spit and polish being added now. More in 
the next edition from Peter Roos, who has assumed the portfolio of Webmaster. And for 
those of us confined to home over the festive season and not able to enjoy real live 
butterflies I wonder if you can answer the following question. Where can you buy a 
coloured picture of Belenois thysa for R12.60 or Papilio nireus for R6.30? If your 
curiosity gets the better of you then buy the 7th definitive series of South African postage 
stamps, which, amongst others, depicts these two butterflies. 

The September issue was particularly well received by lepidopterists at the 
International Butterfly Breeders Association conference in Kansas City, USA, and 
Richard Stringer discussing the article on magnetic resonance imaging writes, “the paper 
was enthusiastically received. People were lined up to get copies of Metamorphosis after 
my talk”. Thus it is clear that our Journal is making great strides on the international front 
as well as locally, and who knows, we may even get new members from this type of 
exposure. The Society would benefit from recruitment of new members whose 
contributions will to some extent offset the ever-increasing cost of producing the Journal. 

In lighter vein this issue highlights two action-packed field trips by Steve Woodhall. 
This indefatigable worthy (mind you, by his own account, even he has to sweat it out at 
times) has been bush-whacking again somewhere between the Cape and Timbuktu! He 
has lots to show and share with us about these trips. The interaction between plants and 
Lepidoptera, pollination and developmental hypotheses are discussed by Geoff Mcilleron. 
The challenge of capturing live moths photographically at night is admirably 
demonstrated on the covers of this issue. Shows what can be done with some effort and 
enthusiasm! 

Your articles and contributions for next year will be very welcome. Metamorphosis 
depends on your efforts. May you all enjoy the Festive Season, and we all look forward 
to hearing from you early in the New Year. 
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CONFERENCE 2000 - ONDERSTEPOORT, PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA 
 

Hermann Staude 
PO Box 398 

Magaliesburg 1791 
 

What a jewel of a conference! 
In contrast to the big conference we had last year in Cape Town where we all had 

the opportunity to meet the world’s cognoscenti on Lepidoptera and where, putting our 
best foot forward we learnt all about the serious stuff that lepidopterists were up to, this 
year the emphasis was on fun. It was almost as if there were a collusion between Mark 
Williams, who again compiled a wonderful programme, and the various speakers to bring 
about a programme with the emphasis on entertainment. Not that we were frivolous 
though - after all we did adopt a brand new constitution, which I am sure will prove to 
serve the present and future needs of the society well. 

A somewhat drawn out registration session, which was marked by some frantic 
networking and Alf Curle’s iron hand ensuring no-one gets away from paying, kicked off 
the 17th annual conference. It was really nice to see old friends again and we were rather 
reluctant to start the proceedings. 

First up was James Lawrence presenting his M.Sc. thesis on “Hilltopping behaviour 
in Acraea encedon”. James showed how you can empirically test notions and hypotheses 
you may have on a particular subject. The results were interesting and I think many of us 
could learn from the methodology applied. 

The conference was on the go and we were still mulling over in our heads James’s 
results when the trouble started. It was titled: “On ugle (sic) blue jeans and endeavours to 
be the fastest net alive” and the culprit was Reinier Terblanche. I do hope that he does not 
employ the same style when he teaches his students at Potchefstroom University; they 
would have little else but well developed stomach muscles to show their parents at year’s 
end. It would be an injustice to Reinier to try and give an account of this talk except to 
say that it put a severe strain on my stomach muscles. I did however wonder where a 
‘boertjie’ from the Free State got the American accent from - perhaps all those starlit 
nights watching movies at the local drive-in theatre with the girls had some effect other 
than .......... 

Morning tea saw more frantic networking and there was hardly time to have a 
sandwich and to sip one’s tea. 

After tea we had Graham He1ming updating us on the revision of the South African 
Red data book for butterflies. Graham and his team have structured the committee in such 
a way that they would ensure maximum participation from all interested parties. I think 
we must congratulate them on all the hard work they are putting into this and do hope the 
results will help towards ensuring the survival of our threatened butterflies. 

Next up was our resident taxonomist, Martin Krüger, who took us on a whirlwind 
tour through the moths entitled: “Lepidoptera other than Butterflies and Skippers”. Using 
the beautiful slides photographed by the late Neville Duke (now housed in the Transvaal 
Museum) as illustration, Martin highlighted fascinating facts on most of the moth 
superfamilies, carrying on the tradition of informing us on the other 90% of the 
Lepidoptera. 
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So we were back on track, trouble forgotten, we were looking forward to a wonderful 
informative ‘rest of a conference’, unsuspecting of what was lurking around the corner. 

But first lunch. Over lunch we had time to have a good look at some of the exhibits 
that were on display. Doug Kroon had a lovely display on the Lepidoptera of the Vredefort 
Dome area. The Vredefort Dome comprises a number of mountain ridges that lie in a half 
circle on the South African highveld. These ridges are thought to be the remnants of the 
rim of a massive impact crater caused by one of the biggest meteorites ever to hit the 
planet, some 2.3 billion years ago. Doug had prepared this display for an exhibition 
promoting the Vredefort Dome as a heritage site and in so doing he enhanced the value 
of the site and at the same time promoted Lepidoptera to the general public, well done 
Doug. Martin Krüger showed us that one cannot judge by wing patterns alone. He 
displayed a number of lithosine moths, which looked very similar, but he also showed 
drawings of the genitalia of these moths and one could clearly see the diversity in the 
form of these structures as opposed to the uniform facies of the moths. Hermann Staude 
continued the propaganda for the diptychines by displaying all the geometrid moths that 
are associated with cycads, or which are suspected to have such an association, including 
a new species from Mozambique just discovered a few weeks earlier by Gavin Young. 
Frantic networking continued, in fact someone suggested that we should think about 
skipping the rest of the programme and just have one long drawn out networking session. 
Bennie Coetzer however, who was the presenter for the whole conference, would have 
none of that and he soon had us back inside the lecture hall. 

Sometimes you don’t see trouble coming before it hits you. I was looking forward to 
a nice serious debate on scientists versus amateurs by Alf Curle when minutes into the 
talk my already strained stomach muscles were tested to the limit. Alf’s teutonic 
unforgiving eyes stared at us over the rim of his glasses, we all came under fire in one 
way or another and order was almost abandoned… 

I was still trembling in my seat when Peter Roos came up to tell us more about “The 
Society's Web page”. It was unfortunate that Pierre Du Toit, who did most of the work in 
developing the website, could not be with us due to a serious illness. Pierre we all wish 
you well and hope that you get better soon. The website, when it is up and running, will 
prove to be, I think, very popular with our members. Not only will it contain a complete 
contact list of our members, it will also eventually have on it all the abstracts of all the 
scientific articles ever published by the Society – exciting stuff. 

After a, now less frantic, networking tea break we were treated to: “A virtual visit to 
butterfly localities and other images to drool over” by Steve Woodhall. As usual Steve’s 
wonderful grasp of photography soon had us drooling as we went on a dream tour from 
the Cape Fold Mountains to West Africa. Incidentally, Steve usually has the task of 
writing up these ‘ramblings on’ about just past conferences. Unfortunately, though, 
between running up and down Cape mountains, cutting his way through steaming Kenyan 
jungles and freezing in London he somehow would not find the time to do so this 
November – so, green with envy, I was left to do the honours. 

The photographic competition followed and we were treated to more beautiful 
photographs of Lepidoptera, people and places. Then we were off to Mark and Tildie 
Williams for the now traditional Bring & Braai. Frantic networking ceased to exist. 
Instead we were finding small groups seriously debating various issues, some probably  
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related to what was experienced that day. Of course there were some who got totally lost 
to Bacchus ...... we shall not elaborate. 

Early Sunday morning saw most of us back in the breeches, bright and fresh for the 
serious business of the annual general meeting and of adopting our new constitution. 

The AGM went off smoothly: Alf presented an excellent treasurer’s report, which 
showed that although we were not in the red, our current liquidity was mainly due to a 
few individual sponsorships. The report clearly showed that we should either get a lot 
more members or face much higher subscription fees. Doug elucidating on 
Metamorphosis highlighted very much the same challenges as came to light in Alf’s 
report. The costs of producing Metamorphosis and of its distribution are ever increasing. 
The society already pays only for the printing cost of the journal, all other production 
costs are borne by the Editor and his team. Only two thirds of the current minimum 
feasible print run is being distributed to members. This means that if we could increase 
our membership with one third we would not incur any additional printing costs. So it is 
up to each and every member to try and get one more member if we wish to keep the fees 
as low as they are currently. Bennie announced the newly elected council. We now have 
a truly demographically representative council, which you will find on the inside front 
cover of this issue. Please support your councillors in the various portfolios that they are 
serving. 

Next up was the adoption of the new constitution for the society. The process of 
developing this constitution has been in progress for the last two years or so. Our society 
had grown so much in the last couple of years, both geographically and in stature that the 
then current constitution became outdated and no longer met the society’s needs 
adequately. The council then decided to appoint Ernest Pringle to propose a basic draft 
for a new constitution. This draft was then circulated amongst members for comment. The 
council and other interested members then compiled a draft document, which contained 
all the different proposals received. The AGM now assembled was properly constituted 
and together with the received proxy votes had the power to adopt a new constitution. The 
draft document contained conflicting opinions on a number of issues. Mark Williams had 
the dubious honour of chairing this potentially explosive session. The council, however, 
had done their homework well. The draft document clearly outlined the different opinions 
and these were presented via computer on a screen so that everyone was able to follow 
the proceedings step by step and the document could be edited there and then for all to 
see. Mark handled the meeting superbly. Out of necessity he was very strict and made 
sure that we all followed the rules. Yet he ensured that all were heard fairly under the 
rules, which only permitted the meeting to decide upon the various viewpoints presented. 
The rules did not permit new ideas and viewpoints as this was the culmination of a lengthy 
process. The new constitution, which is published elsewhere in this issue, was adopted in 
a record time. I would like to congratulate all who participated in this process for doing a 
superb job – the society will benefit from your efforts for many years to come, well done! 

We all went off for a well-deserved lunch break and came back from it refreshed but 
still on an intellectual high when some guy came along and started spewing more 
propaganda about cycad feeding moths. The way he went on about yet more new species, 
this time from Mozambique, and new types of androconial organs one would get the 
impression that moths are now more important than butterflies .. can you believe it! 
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To make things worse some delegates even fell for it all and are becoming avid moth men. 
Rumour has it that this guy now has a ‘T’ shirt which reads: “The original cycad moth 
man”. 

Sobriety was quickly restored when Peter Roos gave us a detailed account of the 
work he and Graham Henning are doing on the conservation and ecology of the 
Heidelberg Copper, Chrysoritis aureus (Papilionoidea: Lycaenidae). After all the work 
that they have been doing on only this one species, they still state that there is much to 
learn. Extrapolate this reality to the thousands of other African butterflies or which we 
know little more than their names and you begin to understand how much we still have to 
learn – and this is on the best studied group of Lepidoptera. 

After tea Reinier Terblanche, putting on a serious face, highlighted “The Lepidoptera 
of two unique ‘terrestrial islands’: the Vredefort Dome (North West Province) and 
Witsand (Northern Cape Province)” both in South Africa. Reinier showed the value of 
this approach to lepidopterology. By looking at all the Lepidoptera in a given 
habitat/natural area, one can uncover new ecological and taxonomic findings. And finally 
as an encore we had the cherry on the conference cake. Adrian Armstrong of the 
KwaZulu-Natal Nature Conservation Services showed us what state of the art 
conservation biology is all about. In a paper entitled “Determining priorities for the 
conservation of biodiversity in KwaZulu-Natal” he showed us how they are using the 
latest computer technology and the latest in conservation biology thinking in order to 
ensure maximum possible protection for the endemic biodiversity in the province. He also 
showed how information that they receive from our members is used in this effort. 
Afterwards we discussed how we can help the effort and all agreed that greater 
cooperation between Lepsoc and KZNNCS would be beneficial to all – not least to the 
Lepidoptera we all have at heart. 

A unanimous vote of appreciation to Bennie Coetzer, not only for presenting a 
wonderful conference, but also for steering the society through difficult waters over the 
past year, ended the proceedings. 

What a jewel of a conference!  
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DO FLOWERS SHAPE MOTHS? 
 

Geoff Mcilleron 
PO Box 266 

The Crags, 6602 
 
Pollination 
The cover pictures on this magazine illustrate the process by which a Convolvulus Hawk 
moth (Agrius convolvuli) gathers pollen from a Crinum lily (Crinum sp.). 
 
The arrangement of the flower parts is ideally suited to hawk moth pollination. From the 
pictures on the back cover, it can be seen that, after unrolling its long proboscis, the moth 
first positions it in the mouth of the flower tube while hovering (top picture). As it inserts 
its extended proboscis into the tube, the moth lowers its body (middle picture: female 
moth) in such a way that it cannot avoid brushing the anthers of the flower with its body 
and hind legs as it fully inserts its proboscis and lands within the flower (bottom picture: 
male moth). In so doing it gathers pollen which will hopefully be deposited on the pistol 
of other receptive lilies of the same species. The shape of the flower petals constrains the 
approach path of the moth and prevents it from evading the strategically positioned 
anthers. The moth uses the full length of its proboscis to extract all the nectar. If the 
resulting cross-pollination is successful, fertilisation will take place and seed for future 
generations of the lily will be set. 
 
The arrangement suits both moth and plant. The former fuels up with an energy rich nectar 
and the latter achieves the vital need of dispersing its pollen to others of its species. What 
has led to this marvel of flower design which is exquisitely matched to its pollinator? 
What has led to the matched proboscis length of the moth which is some 1 ½ times its 
owner's body length? 
 
Drivers of change 
The procurement of food and dispersal of genes to other members of the same species are 
fundamental needs for the survival of any species of plant or animal. These two basic 
needs are the drivers that bring about collaborative relationships between widely different 
groups in the natural world. Particularly fascinating are the cross-pollination relationships 
that have been forged between insects and plants; groups that are kingdoms apart. 
 
Pollination needs of plants 
Because of their immobility, plants have sought external agents to disperse their genes. 
They use the mobility of wind and animals, including birds and insects, to convey pollen 
from one plant to others of the same species. Wind is a simple and convenient agent as 
the plant does not have to produce lures for animals – no nectar, scent or eye-catching 
flower is needed. However there is a high cost to this mechanism – the pollen is literally 
cast to the winds and little finds the desired destination. 
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The inefficiency of the wind mechanism has led many plants to produce the lures 
necessary to attract animals for dispersing pollen to other plants. They produce nutritious 
nectars, advertise their wares with striking flowers and guide the pollinator with trails of 
scent. However, if more than one species of flower is open at the same time, a generalist 
pollinator, like a bee, will seek out any suitable flower species for its next port of call after 
loading up with a source of pollen. There is a good chance that the pollen will be conveyed 
to the ‘wrong’ species of flower. Thus while the flower's strategy has been successful in 
dispersing its pollen, it may still fail to achieve cross-pollination. Ideally, for efficient 
cross-pollination, the pollen of a particular species of plant should be conveyed 
exclusively to other members of its species. 
 
Food needs of animals 
There is always competition for food amongst animals. Insects, mammals and birds 
compete for nutritious nectar from flowers. It is advantageous for an animal to have 
sensors, such as scent detectors, that can guide it to its specialist food source. It is even 
more advantageous for an animal to develop specialist feeding adaptations that exclude 
competition and reserve the food source to itself. Ideally the animal would be a 
monopolist – the sole exploiter of a food source. 
 
Synergy 
How can the idealistic arrangement of sole pollinator for the plant and sole recipient of a 
food source be brokered in the natural world? 
 
It is postulated that the Crinum lily (or its progenitor) lengthened its flower tube 
progressively while the Convolvulus Moth (or its progenitor) lengthened its proboscis to 
reach the nectar deeper down the tube in a rigorous process of natural selection. Moths 
whose proboscis failed to match the growth in flower tube either became extinct or were 
‘left behind’ as a different species to exploit other flower designs. Similar considerations 
applied to the lilies. The co-evolutionary process has stifled competition and both partners 
enjoy a more efficient lifestyle. Less energy is wasted by the plant on producing 
unnecessary pollen. By concentrating on long-tubed flowers, the moth expends less 
energy in seeking, and competing with other species, for food. 
 
Both partners in this arrangement are able to strengthen the ‘cosy’ relationship by 
refinements that increase their efficiency. It is postulated that the moth’s antenna is 
particularly sensitive to the scent emitted by the lilies and that they ‘know’ to seek only 
long-tubed flowers for their food. The flower need only release its sweet scent at night 
when the moths are active. 
 
Of course the timing for the flowering of the lilies (the photographs were taken in late 
January on the Witwatersrand) must be optimised for both parties. It is known that other 
species of lily with similarly shaped inflorescences, flower at different times. For example 
Crinum bulbispermum (Orange River Lily) flowers in October and November. It seems 
likely that hawk moths would feed off these other lilies as well. The staggered flowering 
seasons extend the moth’s feeding period while avoiding inefficiencies due to the moths 
taking pollen to the ‘wrong’ species of lily. Staggered flowering times would 
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be advantageous to both moths and lilies. Does this explain why different crinum species 
flower at different times? Is this a factor in explaining why co-evolution has not proceeded 
to the extreme monopoly situation where a single hawk moth species is associated with 
only one species of lily? 
 
Synergistic relationships between pollinators and plants are common in the natural world. 
They involve butterflies, moths, flies , beetles, rodents and birds. Because of the intimate 
relationship between form and function of flowers it is often possible to infer a great deal 
about their pollination merely from the appearance of the flower. [John Manning, Flowers 
and Pollinators, The Indigenous Bulb Association of South Africa, Bulletin No. 48 August 
1999]. Such relationships can also promote biotic diversity [Peter Goldblatt and John 
Manning in National Geographic Vol. 195 Number 2, February 1999 ‘The Variety of 
Life’ Virginia Morell]. We have so much more to discover! 
 
Conclusions 
The case of the synergistic relationship between a Hawk Moth (Agrius convolvuli) and a 
Crinum lily (Crinum sp.) illustrates the extraordinary adaptations made by both parties to 
achieve the benefits of their intimate relationship. The moth is privileged by the exclusion 
of competitors that are not equipped with similar apparatus when feeding at long stemmed 
flowers. The small number of pollinator species serving the lily allows it to become more 
efficient at cross-pollination. Indeed these benefits are seen as the drivers which have 
forged the co-evolutionary processes which produced the relationship. 
 
It is interesting that the natural kingdom is enriched and profits from strategies that limit 
competition – no anti-trust legislation here! 
 
The relationships between plants and pollinators shape both plant and pollinator to strictly 
functional ends, yet the result is both delicate and exquisite. Furthermore the natural world 
is enriched with greater biotic diversity in both the plant and animal kingdoms than would 
otherwise be possible. Understanding such interdependencies may help us to influence 
development so as to preserve biotic diversity and restrain man’s rampant destruction of 
natural systems on planet earth. 
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PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE COMPOSITION, DISTRIBUTION 
AND FAUNAL AFFINITIES OF THE BUTTERFLIES OF THE SEYCHELLES 

ARCHIPELAGO 
 

James M. Lawrence 
21 Venus Street, Atlasville, Boksburg, 1459, SOUTH AFRICA 

email: davlaw@mweb.co.za 
 
Abstract: Thirty-four taxa have so far been recorded from the Seychelles Archipelago. 

Three species and six subspecies are endemic. The Aldabra island group has the 
greatest riclu1ess, followed by the granitic islands. The sandcay island group has the 
lowest riclu1ess. The butterfly fauna of the granitic and Aldabra island groups can 
be considered fairly distinct from each other, although both regions share several 
taxa. The sandcay fauna is mainly comprised of taxa occurring on both the granitic 
and Aldabra island groups. The Seychelles fauna is clearly Afrotropical, more 
specifically Malagasian, in affinity. Possible origins and dispersal routes of the 
Seychelles butterflies are discussed. Also, the sister-species of the endemic species 
are investigated. 

 
Keywords:  Butterfly, distribution, faunal affinities, Malagasy subregion, Seychelles. 
 
Introduction 
The Seychelles Archipelago forms part of the Malagasy subregion, which in tum is part 
of the Afrotropical biogeographical Region (Carcasson 1964a). The Malagasy subregion 
also includes Madagascar, the Comoro and Mascarene Islands. Nearly 250 of the 
approximately 300 species in this subregion are endemic (Larsen 1996).  

The butterfly fauna of the Seychelles can be considered as being fairly well known 
when compared with other insect taxa. The two famous Percy Sladen Trust Expeditions, 
one in 1905 and one in 1908, to the Indian Ocean islands amassed huge insect collections. 
Collections have also been made by C. Alluaud (in 1892), W.L. Abbott (between 1894–
95), A. Voetzkow (in 1902), E.G.B. Meade-Waldo (in 1905), G.F. Leigh (in 1913), C. 
Proia (in 1953), G. Cherboxmier (in 1959) and G. Lionnet (in 1967). 

However, the work by H. Legrand (in 1956 and between 1958–60), which deals with 
the entire Lepidoptera fauna known at the time, constitutes the only authoritative 
monograph on the subject (Legrand 1965). Also, in their study on the distribution and 
faunal affinities of the insects of Aldabra, Cogen, et al. (1971) dealt with the butterfly 
fauna in some detail. 

In the present paper, the zoogeography of the butterfly fauna of the entire Seychelles 
Archipelago is assessed. Species composition, distribution within and outside the 
archipelago, and the faunal affinities of the Seychelles butterflies, are considered. 
However, until more information on which islands breeding populations occur, and the 
modes of dispersal between islands is available, the following account should be treated 
as a preliminary view. Any conclusions made must therefore be treated with caution. 
 
The Seychelles Archipelago 
The Seychelles Archipelago comprises about 115 islands, with a combined land area of 
approximately 455 km2 (Tingay 1995). These islands are divisible into three distinct 
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geological groups (Braithwaite 1984) (Fig. 1). 1) The granitic island group forms a 
compact aggregation of mountainous islands (the main islands being Mahé and Praslin), 
emerging from a large submarine plateau (described by Davies & Francis 1964; Francis, 
et al. 1966). 2) The sandcay or low-lying coralline island group (Amirantes, Alphonse 
and Farquhar islands), spreads in a roughly SW direction from the granitic islands. Also 
included are the isolated islands of Bird and Denis on the northern edge of the Seychelles 
plateau, and the islands of Platte and Coetivy which lie to the S. and SE of the Seychelles 
plateau respectively (described by Baker 1963; Lewis & Taylor 1966). 3) The elevated 
limestone reefs of the Aldabra island group, which includes the islands of Aldabra, 
Astove, Assumption and Cosmoledo (described by Baker 1963). 
 
Composition of the Seychelles butterflies 
Following Ackery, et al. (1995, 1998), all taxa recorded from the Seychelles islands are 
listed in Table I. Distribution within the Seychelles (based on De Joannis 1894; Holland 
1896; Fletcher 1910; Fryer 1912; Viette 1958; Berger 1962; Carcasson 1964b; Legrand 
1965; Bernardi 1968; Bayne, et al. 1970; Limmel 1970, 1984; Bourquin, et al. 2000; 
Lawrence 2000) is simplified according to their occurrence on each of the three main 
Seychelles groups mentioned above. Also, the distribution of each species outside the 
Seychelles Archipelago (based on Manders 1908; Evans 1912; Snell & Tams 1920; 
Vinson 1938; Corbet 1948; Bernardi 1954; Viette 1956; Paulian 1956; Paulian & Viette 
1968; Corbet & Pendlebury 1978; D’Abrera 1980, 1997; Desegaulx de Nolet 1984; Gay, 
et al. 1992; Ackery, et al. 1995) is summarized into the following areas: Continental 
Africa, Madagascar, Mascarene Islands, Comoro Islands and the Oriental Region. 

A total of 34 taxa (15 species and 19 subspecies) in five families (Hesperiidae, 
Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae and Lycaenidae) have been recorded from the 
Seychelles Archipelago. Approximately 26 %, three species and six subspecies, are 
endemic. The following continental African subfamilies are absent from the archipelago: 
Heteropterinae, Pseudopontiinae, Riodininae, Melitaeinae, Limenitinae, Charaxinae, 
Apaturinae, Libytheinae, Poritinae, and the Miletinae. 
 
Butterfly distribution within the Seychelles Archipelago 
Within the Seychelles, the Aldabra island group has the greatest richness (25 taxa), 
followed by the granitic islands (18 taxa). The sandcay islands only have seven taxa. 
Interestingly, Pieridae are absent from the granitic and sandcay islands except for a single 
capture of Catopsilia florella on Mahé (De Joannis 1894). Acraeinae are also absent from 
the granitic islands (Table 1). However, this subfamily is only represented by two species 
in the Seychelles. The absence of Coeliadinae from the Aldabra island group is very 
interesting, especially as Coeliades forestan arbogastes has been recorded from both the 
granitic and sandcay islands, as well as from Madagascar and the Mascarene Islands 
(Table 1). 

The butterfly fauna of the granitic and Aldabra island groups can be considered fairly 
distinct from each other, even though both regions share several taxa (Fig. 2). However, 
the sandcay fauna comprises mainly of taxa occurring on both the granitic and Aldabra 
island groups (Fig. 2). The granitic and Aldabra islands have a similar number of endemic 
taxa (five taxa each), while no endemic taxa have been collected from the 
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sandcay islands. The only Seychelles endemic shared by both the granitic and Aldabra 
islands is Barbo borbonica morella (Table l). 
 
Faunal affinities and possible origins of the Seychelles butterflies 
The Seychelles butterfly fauna is clearly Afrotropical, more specifically Malagasian, in 
affinity. In Figure 3 the fauna! affinities of each Seychelles island group (granitic, sandcay 
and Aldabra) are shown. The following trends are evident. 1) The sandcay fauna consists 
mostly of taxa of relatively wide distribution. 2) The granitic island butterflies exhibit the 
greatest affinity with Continental Africa. There is also a strong Malagasian and Mascarene 
affinity in the granitic island butterflies. 3) The Aldabra butterflies display their greatest 
affinity with Madagascar, while the Oriental affinity is weak. Also, the Aldabra butterflies 
share a greater affinity with the Comoro Islands than the granitic islands. 

The splitting up of Gondwanaland, and the initial formation of the Indian Ocean in 
lower Jurassic times (Blant 1973; Kent 1974; Johnson, et al. 1976) are complex processes. 
However, Du Toit (1937) provided evidence to show that the displacement of both 
Madagascar and the Seychelles from the African coast was part of the major separation 
of India. Although the granites of Mahé and Praslin are thought to be about 650 million 
years old, intrusive dolerite dykes on these main islands dated at between 48 and 52 
million years possibly mark disturbances denoting the final stages of their isolation 
(Stoddart 1984). In contrast, the Aldabra islands are believed to be approximately 125 
000 years old, but have since been subjected to the vicissitudes of sea level change, 
including complete submergence (Braithwaite, et al. 1973) The coralline islands are the 
youngest, probably being less than 6000 years old (Stoddart 1984). 

Although few butterfly fossils exists, the characteristic association of many 
Lepidoptera with the angiosperms suggest that the two possibly shared their greatest 
radiation during the Cretaceous (Smart 1975; Henning, et al. 1992). As the Malagasy 
subregion became isolated before any major evolutionary development in butterflies 
occurred (Owen 1971), and as the sandcay and Aldabra island groups formed relatively 
recently, there are only two possible origins for the Seychelles butterflies. 1) Natural 
trans-oceanic colonization, passively by prevailing winds and storms (these dispersal 
agents are discussed in more detail by Fletcher 1910 and Cogen 1984), or actively by 
migration and immigration. 2) Introduction by man. 

Three possible natural trans-oceanic dispersal routes for the Seychelles butterflies 
are envisaged. i) Direct dispersal from Continental Africa (e.g. Junonia hierta cebrene 
and Amauris naivius dominicanus - both single captures by Mason in 1953 (Legrand 
1965), or the Oriental Region (e.g. the genus Euploea). ii) Direct arrival from either 
Madagascar, the Comoro or Mascarene Islands (e.g. Colotis evanthides, Acraea 
ranavalona, Junonia oenone epiclelia, Junonia rhadama). iii) Arrival from Continental 
Africa via either Madagascar, the Comoro Islands or the Mascarene Islands. However, 
for most of the Seychelles taxa it is not always clear which dispersal route was used.  

The possibility also exists that several of the Malagasy subregion endemics occurring 
on the Seychelles islands could have originated in the Seychelles and dispersed to the 
other Malagasy islands. However, this seems unlikely, especially as the predominant wind 
in the western Indian Ocean is south-easterly, with an easterly equatorial jet-stream from 
June to October (Lockwood 1965). 
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All six endemic subspecies have corresponding African and Malagasy subspecies, 
clearly illustrating colonization and subsequent evolution in isolation. However, the three 
endemic species (i.e. Euploea mitra, Belenois aldabrensis and Phalanta philberti) are 
more difficult to link to surviving relatives and are of great zoogeographical interest. 

E. mitra is one of only two Afrotropical species of a largely Indo-Oriental genus. 
The other Afrotropical species, E. euphon (Fabricius), is confined to the Mascarene 
Islands where it is represented by a distinct subspecies on each of the three islands. 
Furthermore, while the cladistic analysis of Ackery & Vane-Wright (1984) suggest that 
both E. mitra and E. euphon are possibly ancient Euploea species, there is nothing to 
suggest that they are closely related. 

B. aldabrensis is another species for which the surviving sister-species is difficult to 
trace. It is quite different from all other Belenois species (Bernardi 1954). It may be a 
remnant population of a formerly more widespread species. However, this seems unlikely, 
especially as a species is more likely to become extinct on small islands than large land 
masses (Quammen 1996). Another more plausible idea is that after its initial colonization 
of the islands, a different climate and topography could have promoted evolutionary 
changes. 

P. philberti is similar to P. phalantha, and is also closely allied to the Indo-Oriental 
P. alcippe Cramer and the Madagascan P. madagascariensis Smith (Holland 1896). 
Sadly, P. philberri has not been collected since 1953, and is approaching extinction 
(Gerlach 1997). 

Although not a Seychelles endemic, Colotis evanthides is interesting, as it is 
confined to the Aldabra group and Comoro Islands. There has also been much difficulty 
in deciding its sister-species. The Indian C. etrida (De Boisduval) (Bernardi 1954) and 
the Afrotropical/Mediterranean C. evagore (De Boisduval) (Cogen, et al. 1971) have both 
been suggested as possible allied species. C. evanthides could have evolved following its 
initial colonization of either the Aldabra’s or the Comoro Islands, and from there 
dispersed to the other island group. 

The introduction by man is another means of dispersal for butterflies. Although 
records exist for the introduction of butterfly species to the Mascarene Islands (e.g. the 
deliberate introduction of P. demodocus Esper to Réunion by Vinson (Manders 1908)), 
no such records exist for the Seychelles butterflies. Nevertheless, there is some evidence 
to support the accidental introduction of Papilio phorbanta from Réunion (Legrand 
1959), with the subspecies nana being a dwarf form of the nominate subspecies. 
Interestingly, this subspecies is known only from a single male and a single female and 
has not been collected for well over 100 years (Gerlach 1997). 
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Table 1. Composition and distribution (within and outside Seychelles) of the butterfly fauna 
of the Seychelles archipelago 
(GI = granitic islands; SI = sandcay islands; AL = Aldabra Islands; En = endemic; CoA = Continental 
Africa; Mag = Madagascar; Mas = Mascarene Islands; Com = Comoro Islands; Orie = Oriental Region) (X 
= taxon represented in specified Seychelles and zoogeographical region; * = taxon represented by a distinct 
subspecies in specified zoogeographical region; # = taxon known from a single or very few specimens in 
the specified Seychelles region) 
 
Family and species taxa GI SI AL En CoA Mag Mas Com Orie 

Family: Hesperiidae          
Subfamily: Coeliadinae          
Coeliades forestan arbogastes (Guenée) X X - - -* X -* -* - 

Subfamily: Pyrginae          

Eagris sabadius aldabranus Fryer - - X X -* -* -* -* - 

Eagris sabadius maheta Evans X - - X -* -* -* -* - 

Subfamily: Hesperiinae          

Pelopidas mathias (Fabricius) - - X - X X - X X 

Borbo borbonica morella (de Joannis) X - X X -* -* -* - - 

Borbo gemella (Mabille) X X X - X X X X - 

Family: Papilionidae          

Subfamily: Papilioninae          

Papilio dardanus Brown (subspecies?) - - X# - X X - X - 

Papilio phorbanta nana Oberthür X# (1) - - X - - -* - - 

Family·: Pieridae          

Subfamily: Coliadinae          

Catopsilia florella (Fabricius) X# - - - X X X X X 

Eurema brigitta pulchella (de Boisduval) - - X - -* X X X - 

Eurema floricola aldabransis Bernardi - - X X -* -* -* -* - 

Subfamily: Pierinae          

Colotis evanthides (Holland) - - X - - - - X - 

Belenois aldabrensis (Holland) - - X X - - - - - 

Belenois grandidieri (Mabille) - - X - - X - - - 

Family: Nymphalidae          

Subfamily: Acraeinae          

Acraea neobule legrandi Carcasson - - X X -* -* - - - 

Acraea ranavalona de Boisduval - - X - - X - X - 
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Table 1 continued 
 

Subfamily: Danainae          
Danaus chrysippus aegyptius (Schreber) X - X - X X X X -* 

Amauris naivius dominicanus Trimen X# - - - X* - - - - 

Euploea mitra Moore X - - X - - - - - 

Subfamily: Satyrinae          

Melanitis leda helena (Westwood) X X X# - X X X X -* 

Subfamily: Argynninae          

Phalanta phalantha aethiopica (R & J) - - X - X* X X X -* 

Phalanta philberti (de Joannis) X(2) - - X - - - - - 

Subfamily: Nymphalinae          

Hypolimnas misippus (L.) X X X - X X X X X 

Junonia hierta cebrene (de Boisduval) X# - - - X -* - - -* 

Junonia oenone epiclelia (de Boisduval) - - X - -* X - -* - 

Junonia orithyia madagascariensis Guenée - - X - X* X - - -* 

Junonia rhadama (de Boisduval) - - X - - X X X - 

Vanessa cardui (L.) X X X - X X X X X 

Family: Lycaenidae          

Subfamily: Lycaeninae          

Hypolycaena philippus ramonza (Saalmuller) - - X - -* X - X - 

Lampides boeticus (L.) X - X - X X X - X 

Leptotes pirithous pirithous (L.) X - X - X* X - - X 

Zizeeria knysna (Trimen) X X X - X X X - - 
Zizula hylax (Fabricius) 
 X X X - X X X - X 

Euchrysops osiris osiris (Hopffer) - - X - X* X - X - 

 
Note 1: Very little information exists as to the exact locality of the capture of P. phorbanta 

nana within Seychelles. It is assumed here that it was collected on one of the 
granitic islands. 

Note 2: P. philberti was listed as occurring on Aldabra by Fletcher (1910). However much 
doubt exists as to this record. 
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Figure 1. The Seychelles Archipelago 
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Figure 2.  Percentage of taxa in each Seychelles region (i.e. granitic, sandcay and 

Aldabra) shared with the other two Seychelles regions 
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Figure 3. Percentage of taxa in each Seychelles island group (i.e. granitic, sandcay and 

Aldabra) shared with Continental Africa, Madagascar, Mascarene Islands and 
the Orient 
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THE DANCE OF THE SEVEN VEILS 
 

Waaihoek Victorious 
 

S.E. Woodhall 
132, 7th Avenue, Edenvale 1610, Gauteng, South Africa. 

 
I have been threatening to go to the Cape and climb the Waaihoek trail ever since Charles 
Wykeham discovered Chrysoritis blencathrae up there. At last I was able to set 
everything up and on 15th January I got on an SAA plane to Cape Town in the pouring 
Johannesburg rain. As we flew over the vast Karoo I sank a few cold Hansa Pilseners and 
watched the clouds thin out ... and then come in again as we f1ew over the Ceres valley. 
The Hex River range was covered in grey muck. Well, I thought, if there is any of that 
around tomorrow, we’ve had it. When I landed at Cape Town International, a South-
Easter of note was trying to blast the plane back to Joeys. 
 
After a quiet evening with Esther and Eugene van der Westhuizen, I got an early night 
and woke with the dawn. The wind was still strong but the sky was clear as I drove to 
collect my companions for the trip, Tony Brinkman and Mike Schlosz. 
 
As we approached the Du Toit’s Kloof pass, there was still no cloud and so it was with a 
particular chagrin that I saw veils of grey cloud over the mountains when we approached 
Worcester. My companions were not too concerned, however, so neither was I. In the 
light of hindsight it might have been an idea to right then have laughed it off! Cancelling 
the arrangements I had made for the following weekend would have meant letting people 
down, and Tony could not make it then so we were committed. 
 
We parked the bakkie at the designated spot and tackled up. Planning an overnight stay, 
we had packed lightweight foodstuffs and water containers, but none of the usual beers 
and paraphernalia of a collecting trip! The only extra I had was my brand new Nikon F60 
in its little rucksack, its low mass being so welcome. We began the slog to the base of the 
mountain. Said mountain loomed over us like a massive amphitheatre, with no obvious 
line of weakness and lots of huge overhanging cliffs between vertical buttresses. The first 
obstacle was the Wabooms River, luckily not in spate. (Incidentally, there are Keurbooms 
(Virgilia oroboides) growing in the riverbed, which might explain the presence of the 
Hepialid moth Leto venus on this mountain.) Then there was a very long walk up a spur 
coming off the main massif, and this was not too bad as the gradient, although steep, was 
even. As we got higher, the views of the crags of the Sybasberg and Mostertshoek Twins 
became more and more awe-inspiring. The fynbos was green and flower-decked, the sun 
shone, the clouds lilted and with them my mood. This was going to be a breeze! 
 
The spur seemed to go on and on and on .. eventually coming to a steep gully that we 
traversed (hating to lose altitude) before attacking the true slopes of Waaihoek itself. We 
came to a little stone hut that Tony told us was only the halfway point.. gulp! Attached to 
a rock opposite the hut was a brass plate with inspiring words that go like this…. 
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The way is long, and getting longer 
The road goes uphill all the way, and even further 
I wish you luck ... you’ll need it. 
 
The day is dark, and getting darker 
The hut is high, and even higher 
I wish you luck ... there is none. 

 
Well! I thought, this is real mountaineering. And at this point, the path started to follow a 
beautiful gully that approached a steep talus slope below the main cliffs. At long last, after 
many climbs in the Cape Mountains, I saw the orchid Disa uniflora with its huge flowers. 
These were shocking pink instead of the more familiar fire engine red of Table Mountain 
specimens, but all the more special for that. There were no Aeropetes tulbaghia visiting 
the flowers of these or the marvellous fire lilies that grew with them. This was a good 
thing, as we wanted to get to the top and I took long enough photographing them without 
the added delay caused by chasing butterf1ies with a camera. White clouds were by this 
time spilling over the edge of the Sybasberg but Waaihoek was clear and there was no 
wind. All seemed well. 
 
As we zigzagged our way up the seemingly interminable talus slope, occasional Thestors 
flew up and were far too wary to be approached with a camera, and it was not easy to 
wield a net to get one for the fridge trick. I was not too worried as catching with a huge 
rucksack on is not easy on a 70° slope, and Tony said they were common on top. 
Eventually we came to the base of the rock band and could see a steep chimney up, which 
the “path”' ran. We had no rope and made absolutely sure that every foot and handhold 
was firm before committing ourselves. The top was visible as a cairn on the skyline and 
by this time more clouds were coming over ... but we were too busy climbing to the cairn 
and it never seemed to get closer! Eventually however we came to the top of the ridge and 
could see the ski hut below us, and the Hex River range running away to the north ... and 
a freezing cold South-Easter hit us in the face like a fist, flattening the sparse fynbos. 
 
There was no sign of the usual gang of Lepidochrysops and Chrysoritis uranus that 
frequent such ridges, and the Sybasberg was by this time totally invisible. We climbed 
down to the hut and gratefully shed our loads. It had taken us five hours to get here, 
Waaihoek Peak was clear, and so we had lunch and set off for Waaihoek Peak. 
 
As a mountaineering exercise this was rewarding as from the top of this peak one can 
look right down towards Michel’s Pass from thousands of meters up, down an almost 
vertical drop. But the wind was still cold and howling .. no wonder they call this place 
Waaihoek. 
 
Every sheltered gully was searched but to no avail - the flowers that Tony told us 
blencathrae females favour were out but there were no butterflies. And the cloud kept 
getting into the act - every time I found a promising spot, along came a cloud to block off 
the sun. We trudged back to the hut and sat for a while, but it was still mid-afternoon and 
too early to hit the sack. So off we went to the base of the Sybasberg where the clouds 
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had lifted. Tony and Mike went up one side of a gully, me up the other. There were a few 
of those fast Thestor about, but nothing I could photograph. Veils of cloud kept following 
me around the mountainside! 
 
The night was long and the wind wailed like demons unleashed around the roof of the 
hut, making us worry that it might take off. But this hut is built to take whatever the 
weather can throw at it, and eventually the wind dropped, or I fell asleep, whatever, and 
it was morning. What a beautiful morning ... there was no cloud except a tiny bit on the 
other side of Buffelshoekpiek. The wind was lower than yesterday and it looked as though 
we might be in with a chance, so up the ridge we went to the Sybasberg. This is an even 
loftier summit than Waaihoek, with enormous overhangs below it on the southwestern 
face .. if you fell off here you wouldn't stop until you were almost back at the car! On the 
north-eastern slopes the gradient is gentler and there are some large rock slabs and ribs 
rather like those frequented by Chrysoritis daphne at Kammanassie. As at that other 
capricious mountain, these rocky slopes sit above a massive drop that sucks at your feet 
like a vacuum ... right down to the Witels River at the bottom of its Gorge – a kloof like 
the Grand Canyon. I am told that adrenaline junkies like Eugene go down these kloofs on 
their backsides in the river. .. not me, that’s for sure! 
 
We sat in the sun, sheltered from the wind, and waited for the first Chrysoritis blencathrae 
to show themselves. It was only 0930 and Tony said the first ones came out after 1000. .. 
but I never saw this, because all of a sudden the air around us turned to mist – just like 
that. A huge cloud was born with us in it. We fossicked about looking on a small plant of 
the Compositae that grows in these rocks and is probably the foodplant. We found ants, 
but regrettably no pupae. All this time the mist was getting thicker, so we decided to give 
in. As we went off the Sybasberg, we lost altitude too quickly and the mist suddenly 
cleared to reveal the Witels Gorge not far below us. So we had to climb back up into the 
clouds again to reach the Waaihoek side ... soul destroying after having caught nothing. 
As we walked over the hillside where others have caught Chrysoritis blencathrae, the 
cloud kept coming and going.. it was as though it was teasing us, like a belly dancer doing 
the dance of the seven veils .. 
 
At the top, the cold wind was busy again and when we could see it through the cloud on 
our side, Waaihoek Peak mocked us, in bright sun. We walked over to the sheltered side 
of Waaihoek to look in some promising-looking gullies, but to no avail. We ate some 
lunch and set off down the hill. Trouble is there is quite a climb back from the hut to the 
ridge above the way down. As we trudged off the mountain, Thestors started to show 
themselves. This time I did not fluff all my shots, although I took more than one tumble 
trying to photograph these things in the abominable thick “fyn” bos growing over loose 
scree rocks. In the end I put a couple in bottles for photography in easier circumstances – 
that is – in Esther’s house! They look like small T. holmesi and that's what Alan Heath 
says they are, but Tony says they might be closer to T. rileyi. To me they are just little 
black jobs that were a bit of a poor consolation for not getting C. blencathrae! 
 
At the Disa uniflora spot there was an Aeropetes tulbaghia hanging around. I took out the 
camera but to no avail. .. every time it sat on a flower it put several meters of rough rocky 
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fynbos between it and me. And by this time my poor old feet were beginning to protest! 
It's funny, but I'm convinced that if we had been successful the walk down would have 
been easy, but after defeat at the hands of the South Easter, every step was torture. Even 
wearing my new (and extra-comfy, as they wear in quickly) Caterpillar boots, I was soon 
walking like a ninety-year old. I think my companions began to think that the “Waai” in 
Waaihoek refers to the noise made by Gautie lepidopterists on the way down it. The spur 
whose gradient had seemed easy on the way up was a different kettle of fish on the way 
down. It was only when I adopted the rolling gait that my mountaineer Aunt Elsie used to 
use, that the pain lessened somewhat. 
 
Six and a half hours after leaving the hut, we got to the bakkie. Never has a Scott Bader 
delivery vehicle been such a welcome sight. As we drove back to Cape Town, we could 
see the devastating fires that ravaged the peninsula that weekend and during the following 
week. I reflected on an unworthy suspicion I had been nursing, that Waaihoek is not as 
bad as these Cape guys tell us, it's all just tall tales to scare away Gauties from one of their 
special places. Well all I can do is to apologise - it's worse than I could have imagined, 
but it is more special than I had thought as well. 
 
I had occasion to visit Worcester on business on the following Tuesday. There was no 
cloud on the mountains and the temperature got up to 47°C in town. Obviously Waaihoek 
extracts tribute from those wanting to find its butterflies. I suspect I have dues to pay, like 
those I have paid before in Africa’s mountains. But there is a nice helipad on the top .. 
 
Thanks to Tony and Mike for their company and help on this expedition, and to Esther 
and Eugene for their hospitality. A full report on the butterflies caught and photographed 
will be submitted in due course to the Western Cape Nature Conservation Dept. 
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DEEP FOREST 
 

Côte D’Ivoire May 2000 
 

Steve Woodhall 
 

132, 7th Avenue, Edenvale 1610 
 
After Kakamega, and Mike Prettejohn’s flight to Mount Kenya, I thought I had seen it all, 
but I have been very lucky. Not all kids from Lancashire get to live out more than one 
boyhood daydream. Hemingway wrote: 
 

“There are always mystical countries that are a part of one's childhood.  
Those we remember and visit sometimes when we are asleep and dreaming. 
They are as lovely at night as they were when we were children. 
If you ever go back to see them they are not there.” 

 
But sometimes they are. West Africa is one of those mystical countries, like Kenya, 
Ecuador, the Himalayas or Papua New Guinea, that used to occupy my dreams of places 
where more than just Cabbage Whites flew. Where Gerald Durrell inflamed these dreams 
by throwaway mentions of clouds of butterflies in places like Cameroon.. going to 
admittedly exciting spots like eastern Zimbabwe and Zululand filled the bill to begin with 
but they have been spoiled by familiarity. Then the Plowes family took the plunge and 
went to Côte D'Ivoire, and I saw the specimens they brought back, and old lusts returned. 
 
After the Conference in Cape Town, I stayed in touch with Haydon Warren-Gash, who is 
the British Ambassador to Côte D' Ivoire. He had kindly given me some butterflies, one 
of which was the awesome Euphaedra gausape. That iridescent chrome yellow underside 
... it was only a matter of time. 
 
On a cold wet May Johannesburg day, I climbed onto a Boeing 767 and was on my way. 
A lot later, I got off into a night that was like a sauna. From 10°C to 38°C was a shock to 
the system. Immigration was surprisingly smooth after Torben Larsen’s horror stories of 
West Africa ... only at customs was I asked “Et Monsieur, un cadeau pour moi ... ?” and 
I put on my most perplexed expression and said “Ek’s jammer Meneer, ek praat nie jou 
taal nie”. This, to my relief, worked. 
 
So at last I came to Haydon and Caroline's lovely residence in Abidjan, air-conditioned 
and beautifully furnished. Apart from the insights I had from ten days of seeing how an 
Ambassador operates, from the inside, I cannot thank them both enough for their 
wonderful hospitality. We had breakfast in the humid, scented tropical air, filled with the 
racket of Senegal Parakeets. We hung traps in the garden, something that always makes 
me envious as a Jo’burger. There were even a few butterflies flying at this early hour, 
familiar ones like Leptosia alcesta and Appias epaphia, but the West African races. Then 
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we were off to Banco. The weather was steamy and hot, and I have seldom been so excited 
in my life. We took Antony, Haydon 's minder and general factotum, to help us. 
 
Banco is like Ngong Forest in Nairobi, a real live rainforest in the middle of a city. It’s 
even more of a weird experience than Ngong because the contrast is so great. You are in 
Abidjan, a modem city. There is a big multilane highway. On one side, squalid slums. On 
the other, literally another world. 
 
Haydon provides a lot of support for Banco and I was impressed by what the Ivoirians are 
achieving here. There is an arboretum, and the whole setup is aimed at educating the 
people about the importance of the forests and the part they play in the health of the 
biosphere. Whilst we were there, a large group of schoolchildren were being given the 
message. 
 
Whilst Haydon discussed matters with some of the staff I poked around and was frustrated 
by a Palla female. Then we went into the deep forest. All of a sudden, the track in front 
of us exploded with dark shapes, whizzing about like the battle at the end of Return of the 
Jedi. Euphaedra, and lots of them. Out I clambered and Oh my word!!! – what to catch 
first? There were many small orange Bebearia, dark blue Euryphene, which I was trying 
to collect as fast as I could, and then I saw a huge red black and white thing - Euphaedra 
eleus! There immediately followed a set of back-and-forth 100m dashes. In the heat and 
humidity, I began to sweat heavily. But I did catch butterflies ... at long last here I was, in 
a real tropical rainforest, with butterflies eeeeverywhere ... 
 
Impressions of Banco ... the forest tracks are in good condition and despite being warned 
that there were trees down, we only found one, right at the end where it didn’t matter. 
Butterflies were in concentrations where trees had dropped fruit. Charaxes were 
uncommon, the traps producing little, even when boosted with David Haggett’s vrot 
prawn wonder muti. There were hundreds of massive trees with buttressed trunks. 
Imagine, those of you who were lucky enough to go to Pungwe Bridge Forest in 
Zimbabwe before it was turned into curios, a huger, wetter, everythinger, version of that. 
 
There were some good Pierids around, including Mylothris rhodope and Appias sylvia 
with their gorgeous females. 
 
Those Euphaedra ... janetta, gausape, etc ... to get the ones with the yellow undersides 
was one of the ultimate thrills. 
 
Everywhere there was a sunny clearing, we found Cymothoë and Lachnoptera iole. 
Female C. sangaris I caught easily, but males produced the worst case of buck fever I 
have ever suffered ... Haydon must have thought I was a real wus because they are not 
rare here. In the darker parts, small liptenine Lycaenids flit through the gloom and sit on 
the ends of creeper tendrils. To stimulate the adrenaline glands were the tiny Hypolycaena 
lebona and Oxylides faunus, with their enormous tails as much as twice as long as the 
butterfly’s wings. The tails are bright white and on a dark blue or black 
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butterfly, it appears that the tails are hovering mysteriously around on their own. I also 
found Acraea neobule seis, a new Banco record. 
 
Every now and then a Papilio horribilis or cyproefilia would come out of the canopy and 
tease us. The former is very aptly named. It is a horrible thing. Much worse than 
P. euphranor in the way that it sits up in the canopy and waits until you are concentrating 
on another butterfly, then floating down to the path and giving you heart failure. 
 
In fact I began to harbour a suspicion that tropical rainforest butterflies gang up on 
collectors. Every time I got a butterfly, a better one would appear as if by magic. Haydon 
advised me to always have something common in the net to fool them ... the following 
incident illustrates what I mean. 
 
Slowly we wound our way uphill until we got to Trois Étages (Three Stages), the highest 
point, where the forest gives way to farmlands. Here a track follows the forest edge, and 
boy, is it a good place! I caught, with shaking hands and churning insides, a perfect female 
Euphaedra minuta, which is a yellow underside job like E. janetta but with different 
upperside markings and much rarer. As she went into a packet, I looked up and saw one 
of my lifers ... Euxanthe eurinome, a huge, fresh female. Buck fever set in with a 
vengeance. Off she went as I froze and waited that fatal millisecond too long. Luckily, I 
was at the top of the forest road and was able to see her float through the canopy and along 
the track ... after three missed attempts, bingo!!! I blush to admit letting loose a rebel yell 
of triumph. 
 
All sorts of wonderful things were flying along that forest edge track. Lycaenids like 
Epamera iulus and the wonderful Dapidodygma hymen, Cymothoë sangaris, Harma 
theobene, Graphium policenes (deep blue and moss green, unlike our local one) ... too 
many to list here. 
 
Of course, I never got a male red Cymothoë at Banco. After several hours of hard walking 
interspersed with frantic bursts of activity, in 100% humidity and 38°C, I was somewhat 
pooped. Soaked to the skin, legs aching, I followed Haydon up the hill one last time when 
he came back down to say there was one a few yards ahead. Well, try as I might I could 
not run up that hill; even if there had been a Charaxes fournierae sitting there. The 
adrenaline tank was empty. 
 
This was the cue to get down the hill and inspect the traps (disappointing) and have 
another go at Euphaedra eleus (successful). I saw a Euphaedra gausape female but buck 
fever struck again and I missed her. Antony had caught a Euphaedra perseis, with its 
marvellous magenta colour set off by the cream spots on the black forewings making it a 
wonder catch. Haydon very kindly gave it to me. 
 
Eventually we got back to the Residence where we emptied our boxes of specimens onto 
the table and had a cold beer whilst we worked out exactly what I had caught. Well ... 
actually I had got something rather good. One of the confusingly similar small 
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Nymphalids that I had caught looked rather like Euriphene incerta, something rather rare 
and possibly new to the area. I gave it to Haydon as he can do more with it than I can. 
 
The next day saw us off to Alépé, about 90 minutes ' drive from Abidjan and really out in 
the sticks. We drove through miles of country that I would have stopped and dived into 
immediately had I been driving, but Haydon said the best was yet to come ... and it was. 
Butterflies kept intruding as we drove into forest that was the thickest I had (until Taĭ) 
ever seen ... and we kept going until we got to a wide path leading into it. Here we stopped 
and the fun began. As soon as we stopped, I got a perfect male Charaxes protoclea 
protoclea sitting on a monkey turd. 
 
The usual gang of forest floor Nymphalids were there. What a marvellous feeling. 
Everything was difficult to catch, and I had to learn new techniques. Euphaedra can dodge 
a net with astounding ease, and the trouble was, every second something unexpected 
revealed itself. Things like the electric green Bebearia barce. The travel writer, Redmond 
O’Hanlon, once commented on Alfred Russell Wallace's famous piece of hyperbole on 
Ornithoptera croesus thus: 
 
“This is perhaps the hidden point of travel: to find that sudden, passing, incandescent 
moment when you are not even sure if the something that is flying across the river is a bat 
or a bird or a butterfly. When the world seems washed and newly made. When death is a 
nonsense you can't even imagine. When, for a short space, you are returned to childhood.” 
 
In the deep, deep forest of Alépé, I would add some words of Karen Blixen: 
 
“Here I am, where I ought to be”. 
 
How glorious it was to be alive and doing this. 
 
A fine feeling it was to see a fantastic orange Telipna acraea, fluttering slowly around a 
creeper tendril. In fact Haydon told me: Watch Tendrils! During the safari, this proved to 
be good advice ... interesting Lipteninae always seemed fascinated by them. In the darkest 
bits of forest, the strange antediluvian Pseudopontia paradoxa was slowly flapping along, 
like an animated piece of cellophane. We found an Epitola tree, with brilliant blue UFO's 
whizzing around at extreme net height. There’s an Epitola, said Haydon, catch it. How? 
I replied. Luckily we had Seybou with us to help catch them, and I came away with a pair 
of E. leonina ... 
 
At Alépé, the prawn bait attracted more than just Charaxes. As he was hanging our traps, 
Antony was accosted by chimps - but we missed seeing them. He was convinced they 
were after the vrot prawns. 
 
I decided to leave Haydon in the dense understorey and explore the road (which I believe 
gave Mike Prettejohn some sport last year). Straight away I found some wild ginger with 
hordes of little white Lycaenids floating around it. These were Oberonia libertina, the 
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first time I have seen an Oberonia, in Zimbabwe I have always been at the wrong time of 
year. The mud was attracting various Anthene as well as other little blues like Neuryexpina 
and Triclema. Swordtails batted past and every so often a Papilio cyproefilia. There were 
lots of Libythea labdaca labdaca, and an excitement was Ariadne enotrea, another ancient 
butterfly species. 
 
I found a little forest path all of my own and set off down it. Immediately I found an 
Anthene juba male, my first ever orange Anthene. Haydon had got one earlier and it was 
good to find another. Blue Euryphene started to tum up, then I saw a massive red, yellow 
and black day flying moth float up from the path. I hesitated not, and zapped it. 
 
How many of us have caught Agaristid moths in South Africa and wished they were 
butterflies? Well, this was the opposite experience. I had got my very own Euphaedra 
perseis. 
 
Walking back to the road, I saw something big whiz into the leaves in a wet patch of forest 
that had produced some nice Bicyclus. There it was, sitting on a leaf, in easy reach ... 
Kallima rumia. One of my absolute “lifers”. Buck fever struck me. Believe it or not I had 
three clear chances at that butterfly before it decided I was not good for its health. At least 
I saw one. 
 
That excitement finished me. I slowly trudged back up the hill to the Land Rover, stopping 
to get a Cyrestis camillus. I had to sit in the car with the air conditioner going full blast to 
recover. But recover I did, and was able to get a few more captures. One of these was 
another lifer, Bebearia arcadia. Made even more special by Haydon telling me that 
Torben Larsen had awarded this insect most difficult catch on the Continent status. On 
the way back to Abidjan, we hit a patch of Danaus chrysippus form alcippus, and the odd 
Tirumala petiverana ... one of which got loose in the car. 
 
The next day saw me off to Lamto, where Haydon had kindly arranged for me to stay. 
Lamto is in the savanna zone, on the banks of the Bandama River, where there is a huge 
gallery forest. There is a biodiversity research station there, and the area has been 
preserved from logging and slash-and-burn agriculture. I had three days there, and it was 
prime collecting time. 
 
Lamto is like an extreme version of Tembe or Manguzi in Zululand. The vegetation is 
somewhat similar and so are many of the butterflies. There is plenty of Monanthotaxis 
and Graphium are common there ... leonidas mainly, with some policenes and the rarer 
liponesco. Papilio dardanus is found on what looks like Teclea, and there are green ones 
too ... P. sosia and P. bromius as well as P. nireus nireus. I even got a Fresna nyassae, 
with a nonchalant sweep of the net totally unlike the dead log attack I usually get with 
this butterfly. Like at Manguzi, mango trees drop their fruit and it attracts Nymphalids. 
There are even Pseudacraea about – nominate boisduvali, eurytis and lucretia, as well as 
the green semire. Instead of Euxanthe wakefieldi, there are eurinome, of which I got a 
pair. 
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But there is so much more at Lamto! For a start, there were the gorgeous mint green and 
black Papilio phorcas phorcas. 
 
One trap produced three perfect Charaxes zingha, ooohh ... one of my dream bugs, two 
males and a female. The mangoes on the floor were covered in Euphaedra, Bebearia and 
Euriphene. There were plenty of Euryphura chalcis, I got three pairs in copula, and it was 
a treat to see so many after the rarity of achlys in Zululand Although Charaxes were not 
numerous, they were very good ... anticlea, protoclea, imperialis, lucretius, as well as 
black males that we had to say were etheocles in the absence of females. 
 
At long last I saw and caught a Palla decius and the massive yellow Cymothoë jodutta 
were around, but no sangaris. There were some wonderful skippers flying. The strange 
black Pyrrhochalcia iphis was conunon, and I got a few of the brilliant Coeliades chalybe. 
But the Euphaedra were the adrenaline-pumpers. I got a gausape, a perfect janetta, and 
medon was common. There were a few edwardsi and I got a perfect caerulea (and missed 
another ... dammit). But the cherry on top was Euphaedra sarcoptera sarcoptera ... 
 
Colin Congdon once referred to the Tanzanian subspecies nipponicorum as inducing 
“SES” or Seared Eyeball Syndrome. I had only seen pictures, never a specimen in the 
flesh, and knew it is the same colour as the Holy Grail, Charaxes fournierae. I wondered 
what the fuss was about as it looks like a small gausape in books. I was walking up to a 
trap (the zingha-producing one) at 0800 on the Tuesday morning, when this rainbow-
winged wonder slowly flapped down from the canopy and sat on the edge of the trap. I 
stared entranced at the morning sun shining on that incredible iridescent egg-yolk yellow 
underside with malachite green and magenta ... the worst dose of buck fever I have ever 
experienced turned my muscles to biltong. Should I wait for it to go into the trap or have 
a swing? I had heard how shy they were, and remembered missing good butterflies before, 
by trying to hook them off traps. Then it took off ... slowly, and I unfroze and got it with 
an agonized strangled cow shot ... It was freshly emerged. Years after having read this, 
and having spent years dreaming of catching something worthy of such feelings, I now 
have the pleasure of sharing what Wallace meant when he wrote ... 
 
“The beauty and brilliance of this insect are indescribable, and none but a naturalist can 
understand the intense excitement I experienced when at length I captured it ... 
 
My heart began to beat violently, the blood rushed to my head, and I felt much more like 
fainting than I have done when in apprehension of immediate death.” 
 
He was suffering from SES. Not only does the nominate subspecies have the stunning 
underside, but the upperside has metallic green, blue, and yellow on a velvety black 
setting. This was the ultimate primary experience. It doesn’t get better than this, guys ...  
 
Just to make me realize that I am not perfect, I then went on to miss two perfect male 
Hypolimnas salmacis that were dogfighting in a clearing ... you can’t get everything! 
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The third day at Lamto was cloudy, but butterflies still flew. I explored the savanna area, 
where different butterflies were flying, such as Pentila pauli and Charaxes pollux. Then 
Kamagate, Haydon's driver, came to get me and it was back to Abidjan where Steve 
Collins was due to arrive from Kenya. We had dinner with the Warren-Gashes and poor 
Caroline had to put up with the air being filled with Latin names ... 
 
In the morning Steve kindly came into Abidjan with me and helped me get money 
changed and to get a Dan mask from the Cocody Market to take home to Jayne. Cocody 
Market is straight out of Indiana Jones. Thanks Steve... my schoolboy French was 
woefully inadequate! In the afternoon we shared a taxi and went off to Adiopoudoumé, 
which was strangely quiet on the Euphaedra front. It did, however, produce Papilio 
menestheus, Epamera iasis, another Cupidesthes jacksoni and some more nice Euriphene. 
There were also plenty of Hypolycaena lebona, and I got another Palla decius. 
 
In the morning it was Friday, and the climax of the trip started. Taĭ! Wishful thinking and 
not listening had made me think this was the spot for the recently discovered green 
Charaxes fournierae, but as Haydon showed me, the real target was a green Euphaedra 
sarcoptera ... just as delicious. We rose early and packed the Land Rover, and set off 
down the coast road towards Tabou and the Liberian border. The road was good tar, with 
potholes only getting bad on the last 150km. Imagine driving all the way from Jo’burg to 
Durban with trees all the way ... there were a lot of rubber trees, coconut and oil palm, 
and cocoa plantations. But there were also a lot of protected primary forests, with 
prominent signs reminding locals of their importance to them in terms of clean water, etc. 
Very reassuring. We took five hours on good tar before taking the dirt road to Taĭ, 
stopping at Dassioko on the way. Here I got some more good Euriphene, a Palla ussheri, 
and missed a male Euphaedra perseis. I got separated from the others and walked further 
than I had planned, so I held things up a bit. Later, we stopped at Grand Béréby to look 
for Iolaus carolinae, Haydon's new species, but despite there being lots of Loranthus we 
found none. Steve, however, found some Cupidesthes larvae. These are like little green 
woodlice. 
 
The road to Djiroutou and Taĭ, up the Liberian border, is an experience. A narrow, rutted 
dirt track, this road is a main artery for palm oil tankers and huge logging trucks coming 
out of Liberia. It started to rain as we went along and we saw a couple of thoroughly stuck 
trucks ... I felt a frisson of anxiety about my flight home on Monday if the rains really set 
in. As we got further north, the scenery got more and more rugged and wild. Miles and 
miles of forest, mysterious misty hills totally covered in it ... it was like being in Brazil, 
Borneo or ... West Africa. Steve said if we wanted Papilio zalmoxis or antimachus we 
should try climbing one of the hills. This would take an expedition of Camel-man 
proportions. As it was, the track from Djiroutou to the Pare National du Taĭ was a 
challenge. The Kammanassie trail has met its equal. But eventually we parked in a 
clearing and walked the 400m or so to the Ecotel, which has to be the most remote place 
I have ever stayed in. It is actually very well appointed, with cold beers; and good food. 
It is also home to Touki, a pet mongoose, who is the most accomplished food thief I have 
ever met. Exhausted, we had dinner and got to bed, with delighted anticipation of the 
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next day ... I joked that I had this sarcoptera game taped, all we had to do was get in an 
early start ... at 0800 I would get one ... 
 
The morning started inauspiciously with me missing a perfect female Euphaedra 
francina. But I soon made up for it. As Leon, my guide, hung traps near the car, a dark 
shape detached itself from the canopy and settled within reach of my “Haggett Special” 
long-reach net. With a surprising lack of buck fever I netted it ... a perfect green 
sarcoptera. I think Steve and Haydon thought I was bulldusting until I waved it under 
their noses. As it turned out, this was the only one I got. 
 
We decided to split up and I went off up the river in a canoe paddled by Leon into the 
Parc itself. This was the bit where I felt like Indiana Jones – a mirror-like forest river with 
impenetrable jungle on both banks, African Grey Parrots flying in flocks, monkeys in the 
canopy and the occasional pant-whooping of chimpanzees in the distance. In the dim 
primary forest we found buffalo and elephant spoor (frightening!) and saw a black duiker. 
Tarzan I did not see, but I bet he was around ... 
 
The deep primary forest proved a little quiet butterfly-wise, but there were some stunning 
Euphaedra including a female cyparissa. I thought these were sarcoptera until I got them 
off the boards at home and discovered my mistake. They are very similar, but there are 
several differences. I was disappointed because later I gave some duplicates to friends, 
telling them they were sarcoptera ... sorry, chaps. It’s the thought that counts. 
 
The river beach was anointed with vrot prawns, but I was not rewarded with a single 
Papilio. There were some Acraea around, and some nice Lipteninae. After a morning of 
this, I went back to camp to find the others lurking balefully along the Djiroutou road. 
They had strewn pawpaws along this and were rewarded with many Bebearia, Euphaedra 
and Cymothoë, amongst other Nymphalids. The traps had not worked well, Charaxes 
proving scarce. Steve pointed out a red Cymothoë coccinata, which I netted, at last 
achieving my ambition. Then a little glittering blue and white thing came fluttering down 
and landed right in front of me. This turned out to be Hypokopetales otreida, a Lycaenid 
I had never really expected to catch in my life. The male's sapphire blue upperside is set 
off by a large black forewing patch, making it look very exotic. It was by this time about 
three in the afternoon and these tiny jewels were suddenly everywhere. Males were 
defending territories in the afternoon sun along the forest edge and they made an 
unforgettable sight with their glittering wings against the dark green woods. When I got 
home, I realized I had caught two different ones, Steve telling me that the one with a little 
white line in the brown forewing underside marginal band is a new species. 
 
At about four in the afternoon I was really tired and went back to the camp for a shower. 
Steve said, “Finished already? The day’s only half done”. So I went back up the road to 
see what was about in the late afternoon. Am I glad I did, because as I stalked up the road 
I saw what looked like a massive Myrina dermaptera flitting around a creeper tendril. 
With shaking knees and bated breath I netted him, a freshly emerged Epitola (Aethiopana) 
honorius. Caught my first ever Epitola, and a spectacular one too. Looking at the 
Crematogaster ants infesting the tendril he had been inspecting, I realized I had 
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found an Epitola tree. To confirm this, I got a pair of Epitola leonina as well. All of a 
sudden there were lots of small forest Lycaenids around ... Megalopalpus, Citronophila, 
Falcuna ... I realized this was probably the best day's butterflying I had ever experienced, 
and there was tomorrow to come! 
When we got back to camp, we emptied our captures onto the table and took notes. Steve 
had got a male Kallima rumia, which he kindly gave me. A Kallima cymodoce had been 
captured as well, so I was keen to look for these, but never saw one. Steve had got a 
Euphaedra melpomene, and I had a strange pair of Acraeas that Steve said were egina but 
I was not so sure ... Haydon, looking at them, got somewhat excited and confirmed that 
they were A. abdera eginopsis, a really rare insect and the first he had ever seen, a new 
Côte D'Ivoire record ... this was a thrill, to get something new to the area during the trip. 
Not only this, but I had got a female Anthene achares. This is another one of the orangey 
ones, a really special insect. 
 
The next day saw me off up the road to the Epitola tree. I put even more rotten pawpaws 
on the road and waited to see what would appear. Straight away I found the large, unusual 
Bicyclus zinebi, with its purplish upperside. The first thing Leon pointed to was a perfect 
Euryphene atossa fem ale. This has orange-red wings with black-and-white wingtips 
suffused with blue. Very difficult to net, and I had to resort to using Leon as a beater to 
get her out of the woods. Bebearia arcadia again, a female, and a missed chance at 
Euphaedra melpomene. Then a magenta, black and white monster floated out of the 
undergrowth and landed on a pawpaw. A perfect female Euphaedra eusemoides.. 
overcoming the shakes, I caught her and savoured the moment. Cymothoë coccinata came 
along every now and then, and various other marvellous things including more Euphaedra 
that turned out to be cyparissa. 
 
Little paths led off here and there into the gloomy depths. We found little down these 
except for safari ants. I had adopted the trousers-into-socks ploy to defeat these, but 
Murphy ensured that a bit of trouser leg had worked loose as I trod in a river of ants. 
Luckily Leon spotted them and warned me, but not before a few had got inside ... I had a 
taste of the agony the little varmints can dish out! 
 
Eventually Steve and Haydon emerged from the far side of the river, having found it rather 
quiet. The Epitola tree produced the goods again and Steve showed me a larva, attended 
by Crematogaster ants (there was an ominous black nest, looking like a black snake 
wrapped around the trunk, high in the tree) and looking just like a Lymantriid moth larva. 
I took Leon back over the river and we followed the trail into the deep forest. Several nice 
butterflies (including white Cymothoë) later, we disturbed a huge green and black 
Euphaedra on the ground, which set off down the path at 100mph with me in hot pursuit. 
I think it might have been judith aubergiania, but I will never know because in spite of 
the 200m sprint I put in, it evaded me. But ... on the way back to take down the traps, an 
orange and black thing levitated up from my feet. I executed the most perfect nonchalant 
reflex Jonty Rhodes pull and got it ... only when I had dispatched it did I find it was a 
fresh Elymnias bammakoo female. If I had seen it before I netted it I would have frozen. 
What a catch. Cure for buck fever ... catch it before you see what it is. 
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Back on the other side of the river, more red Cymothoë and Lycaenid time again, with an 
orange Hypomyrina nomion, Eresiomima bicolor and lots of other little treasures. The 
mud puddles I had anointed with prawn paste produced no P. zalmoxis, but I did get some 
nice P. bromius and Graphium liponesco. More Hypokopelates turned up, and I got one 
tiny little fellow I thought was a runt, until Steve pointed out back in SA that it was the 
ultra-rare leonensis. 
 
That evening, good cheer (the local beer, Flag, very refreshing) flowed as we looked at 
the day's captures. Steve gave me a perfect male Charaxes tiridates, which he jokingly (I 
think) suggested I swap for the eusemoides ... and I found I had got Bematistes 
consanguinea sartina, something Steve had never seen and ABRI had not got! It gave me 
special pleasure to hand it to him, Steve has been so generous over the years and I never 
thought I would get something new to him. I was concerned not to let Touki onto the table 
where he could get at the eusemoides! Haydon told me this was the butterfly of the trip 
so far. What a feeling to come this far and get something really special. Steve had got a 
bammakoo as well. 
 
The next morning, I could not believe I was to catch a plane back to SA that night ... 
Jo’burg seemed so remote. Also, there was a little matter of that 160km of dirt road. So 
off we went, stopping for a cloud of Oberonia, this time guessfeldtii, around some wild 
ginger. It rained a bit and the road got slippery ... I started to get nervous and when we 
found a palm oil tanker well stuck at 90° to the track, I started biting my nails. But we 
took a detour through miles of plantations, Haydon seeming to find his way by instinct ... 
this is perhaps a skill Ambassadors need in their jobs ... and got back to tar at Tabou. We 
whizzed along and eventually got to Monogaga at about 1300, where Haydon said we had 
a chance of such goodies as Epitola uranioides. 
 
No sooner had I got down the forest road than I missed a perfect male Cymothoë sangaris, 
yet again to my chagrin. As it turned out, Haydon got a pair, which he gave to me. I 
stalked down the road chasing the odd Euphaedra (I got a good one, modesta.) Then I 
saw Steve looking at some whites on a mud puddle near a dead tree and beckoning to me 
- so I went down there and nearly had heart failure when I saw two Graphium tynderaeus 
floating around. The acid green of this insect has to be seen to be believed and as it fades 
on dead specimens, I count myself lucky to have caught (and photographed) live ones. 
 
Walking back to the car, I saw a little sapphire flit down onto a twig and say “catch me”, 
so I obliged. It had a wonderful dark tinfoil blue upperside. Then I saw and caught my 
first ever Salamis cacta, and found a little forest path to explore in the last few minutes 
before 1430 when it was time to leave (planes wait for no-one). This produced Coeliades 
hanno and two little blue Anthene - like things. Wishing we had had more time here, I 
went back to the car where Steve pointed out a Papilio horribilis coming straight at me, 
the last butterfly of the trip. True to form, my wild leg glance missed, so we got ready to 
go. I showed the sapphire to Haydon who went very still and said … did I know what I 
had just caught? I said “no”, and he said it was the very first Hypokopelates catori he had 
ever seen, a new record for the country. It was scale perfect, and anything of which 
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D’Abrera only has a picture of a rag, has to be good. I donated it to the Warren-Gash 
collection, then we got under way and I showed Steve the little Anthene-like things. 
 
It was a surprise to see the normally phlegmatic Mr. Collins say “Oh, hell, he's done it 
again” and ask excitedly if there had been any more. It looked like Cupidesthes mimetica, 
a butterfly until recently only known from Cameroon, Haydon having got one from Taĭ 
on a previous trip. I said, “yes” so we went down the little track and happily, both Steve 
and Haydon got males. Then ... a female made the fatal mistake of flying near Steve who 
struck like a cobra. As it turned out, it looks like it was a Cupidesthes jacksoni flying with 
some close relatives. 
 
What a finale to the best collecting trip of my whole life. Never have I had such luck. I 
cannot ever write about the “What's this? club” ever again ... I have no room to talk! 
 
My heartfelt thanks to Haydon for arranging this expedition. We will probably be the last 
lepidopterists to get to Taĭ for a long time, as permits are almost impossible to get and 
Haydon will most likely not get back up there during his term as Ambassador. To go on 
a safari that is a true journey of exploration was a magical experience, and to do this with 
colleagues of the calibre of Steve Collins and Haydon Warren-Gash, I was a very lucky 
man indeed. 
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CONSTITUTION 
 
1. Name 
 

The Society shall be called the Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa and shall be a legal 
persona, having an existence separate from and independent from its members. 

 
2. Aims and Objectives 
 

The aims and objectives of the Society shall be: 
 

2.1 To promote the Scientific Study of Lepidoptera in the Afrotropical Region 
2.2 To promote the publication of original scientific papers, as well as material of 

a less technical nature, in its official publications. 
2.3 To promote the conservation of Lepidoptera in the Afrotropical Region. 

 2.4 To provide a structure for interaction between all its members, both professional 
and amateur, in order to promote the free exchange of ideas and knowledge. 

 
3. The Area of Interest 
 

The Society’s area of interest shall be the Afrotropical Region 
 
4. Membership 
 

a. Members of the public shall be eligible for membership of the Society. 
Acceptance of a member shall be vested in the Council of the Society, which 
may in its discretion refuse any application for membership without assigning 
any reason or reasons. 

b. The annual subscription payable by members shall be determined by the 
Council and ratified at the AGM from time to time and shall be payable on 1st 
January each year. 

c. The Society provides for five categories and three classes of membership. 
d. Categories 
 

i. Sponsor Member. Sponsor Members are those who feel the need to 
contribute more than normal fees to the Society. There is no extra 
benefit to such a member and the fees of this category are 
recommended by the Council from time to time. 

 
ii. Full Member. Full members shall pay an annual subscription in the amount 

resolved by the Council. 
 

iii. Junior or Pensioner Member. Junior members shall be young persons who 
are not yet employed and who are still at some institution of learning. These 
members shall pay an annual subscription in the amount resolved by the 
Council. 
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iv. Affiliate. Affiliate member is an institution such as a Scientific Body, 
School, University, Museum, Library, Conservation Authority and the like. 
Fees payable are as per those specified for full members. 

 
v. Life Member – Honorary, Fully Paid, or Honorary Affiliate. 
 Life Member. This status may be conferred on a member for outstanding 

work or service to the Society. The Council in its wisdom may confer 
honorary membership (not necessarily life) on an Institution or Affiliate 
Member. 

 
e. The three classes of membership are Republic of South Africa, Africa outside 

the Republic, and Overseas. 
 

5. Application for membership 
 
A person seeking membership must apply on a/the Society's Application form 
and address it to the Honorary Secretary. Acceptance into membership shall be 
at discretion of the Council. The Council shall determine, where necessary, the 
membership status of an applicant. The decision of the Council shall be final. 

 
6. Cessation of membership 

 
a. Any member having paid all sums due to the Society may resign by giving 

written notice to the Secretary. 
b. Any member may be removed from membership by resolution of the Council 

if: 
i. He or she neglects to pay the annual subscription within 6 months of the 

due date of 1 January, provided he or she has been furnished with written 
notification to pay such outstanding subscription. 

 
ii. He or she acts in a manner, which is in the opinion of the Council, contrary 

to the spirit of this Constitution or detrimental to the Society. Disciplinary 
hearings in terms of this clause shall be conducted by this council: a member 
has the right to be heard, must be fully informed in writing of the charges 
against him, and must be given a minimum of fourteen days’ notice to 
appear before the council. Any decision taken by the Council at such a 
hearing shall be final and binding. 
 

iii. Disciplinary Hearings and Grievance Procedures. 
 The council may institute a disciplinary procedure against a member and a 

member may bring about a Grievance against a member, a member of the 
council or the council as a body. Procedures and notification forms are 
included under Appendix A. All such procedures will be fully minuted, the 
decisions of the Council being final and binding and recorded in writing. 

 
iv. Should a council member be involved in a disciplinary procedure such a 

matter should be brought before the AGM for a final decision. 
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7. Finance 
 

a. The financial year shall end on 31st March each year. 
b. The annual subscriptions shall be payable in advance. 
c. The treasurer shall keep proper records of all revenue and expenditure by the 

Society, and all accounts shall be approved by the Council. The funds of the 
Society shall be administered by the Council and a banking account shall be 
kept at a recognised banking institution or building society. 

d. All moneys received on behalf of the society shall be paid into the Society’s 
banking account by the Treasurer as soon as possible. Cheques may be drawn 
and signed by the Treasurer as well as either by the Secretary or Chairman. 

e. Financial Statements shall be prepared annually by the Treasurer and shall be 
audited by a recognised accountant appointed by the Council. 

f. Recognised Branches must appoint a Treasurer. 
 
8. Dissolution of the Society 
 

The Society may be dissolved only by the majority of its members as ascertained by 
a postal ballot. In the event of the dissolution of the Society, the assets of the Society 
shall be realised and the net proceeds donated to another association whose objective 
most closely reflect those of the Society. 

 
9. Council 
 

9.1 The policy and affairs of the Society shall be administered by the Council which 
shall consist of: 

9.1.1. The Chairman. 
9.1.2. Executive Secretary. 
9.1.3.  Treasurer. 
9.1.4  Editor of the Society's Journal. 
9.1.5  Chairmen of recognised Branches. 
9.1.6 Three additional councillors which may or may not be chairman of 

recognised branches. 
 

All of the above shall have one vote on Council level. 
 

9.1.7. In addition the elected Councillors shall have the power to co-opt a 
further four Councillors from among the Society’s members, in the 
event that the Council should require additional expertise. These co-
opted Councillors shall have voting rights. 

9.1.8. A quorum for the Council meeting shall be five Councillors and all 
decisions of the Council shall be by a simple majority of Councillors 
present. In the event of a deadlock in the Council, the Chairman will 
be entitled to a casting vote. Council members who are physically 
absent from a meeting may be deemed present if they are able through 
appropriate technology, to take part in the proceedings 
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10. Election of officers 
 

10.1 The election of the Journal Editor shall take place every five years. 
10.2 The election of the Executive including Branch Chairpersons shall take place 

every two years. 
10.3 The Executive Council will be responsible to ensure that elections by postal 

ballot are carried out in time for the results to be declared at the opening of 
the Annual General Meeting. 

10.4 In the event of ties or lack of support final elections may take place at the 
AGM and the Executive may be there appointed by majority vote of those 
present or by valid proxy. 

10.5 The majority elected to the Executive Council may co-opt a member onto the 
Council should a vacancy or position not be filled. 

 
11. Regional Conservation Officers 
 

The Council may in its discretion appoint members of the Society as Regional 
Conservation Officers to represent the interests of the Society, and to liaise with 
regional conservation authorities on behalf of the Society, concerning conservation 
matters affecting particular regions of Africa. Such regional conservation officers 
shall not be members of the council, and shall fall directly under the Council’s 
jurisdiction. 
 

12. Meetings 
 

12.1 The Society shall meet once a year at an Annual General Meeting at a venue 
decided upon by the Council. A notice thereof shall be sent to every member 
at least one month before it is held. 

12.2 Every question at an Annual General Meeting shall be decided by a majority 
of votes and shall be by a show of hands unless the meeting decides 
otherwise. 

12.3 The quorum at an Annual General Meeting shall be 20 members of the 
Society. 

12.4 A Special General Meeting may be called, upon written application to the 
Chairman by at least 20 members. Notice shall be given as for an AGM, and 
the same quorum and procedures shall apply. Only those matters for which 
the meeting was called shall be discussed at such meetings. 

12.5 Occasional meetings for scientific purposes may be held at the discretion of 
the Council. 

12.6 The Council shall meet as often as necessary, but at least four times per year. 
Minutes of Council meetings shall be taken, and shall be available for 
scrutiny by members. 

12. 7 Meetings may be held by electronic means provided at the end of the various 
communications and within a period of two weeks formal minutes recording 
final proposals and voting results are published. These must be circulated to 
all Councillors and a permanent record maintained of such minutes by the 
Secretary. 
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13. Amendments to Constitution 
 

Any proposed amendments to this constitution must be proposed and seconded by 
members of the Society and submitted in writing to the Secretary at least two months 
prior to the Annual General Meeting. They shall be circulated among all members 
prior to the Annual General Meeting, where they may be voted upon by members 
present, as well as by absent members through written proxy. Any such amendments 
shall require a two thirds majority of the votes cast. 

 
14. Branches 
 

Branches of the Society may be formed where a number of members in a particular 
region wish to do so. 

 
14.1 Members wishing to establish a Branch of the Lepidopterists’ Society of 

Africa must define boundaries of jurisdiction, preferably provinces in South 
Africa, a country in Africa, or a combination of countries into sub-continental 
regions. 

14.2 The prospective Branch must apply to the Council for recognition and gain 
acceptance of its constitution from Council. Only after confirmation by 
Council may a Branch be deemed to exist and be recognised. 

14.3 A branch will be considered if it consists often or more paid up members of 
the Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa. 

14.5 A Branch will be self-funding. Any amount accumulated which exceeds 
R3000 or the equivalent thereof must be kept in a banking institution. The 
Branch treasurer will produce a set accounts for inclusion with those of the 
Society Headquarters accounts at the financial year end. All recognised branch 
accounts will be subject to the same audit procedures as applied throughout 
the Society 

14.6 A branch must have at least a Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, and a 
constitution in accordance with the constitution of the Lepidopterists’ Society 
of Africa. Other loose forms of association in an area, while termed a branch, 
will have no standing as such within the Society. Further, overseas branches 
may form but will not enjoy recognition as in the case of a formally recognised 
African branch. 

 
15. Language 

 
The official language of the society shall be English. 
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APPENDIX 1 (A) 
 

Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa. 
 

Notice of a formal disciplinary hearing 
 
 Dear ______________________________________ 
 
This notices serves to notify you that the Council wishes your participation in a formal 
disciplinary hearing. The venue will be as shown below at the time and date specified. If 
you are unable to attend in person the hearing may be conducted by other means of written 
communication. 
 
Address. ____________________________  Date _________________ 
 
___________________________________  Time _________________ 
 
The Council may request your participation in such a hearing in cases of non-performance 
of your official duties or because of conduct unbecoming a member or an official of this 
Society. In your particular case the following allegations have been made against you and 
it would be in the interest of the Society if this/these matters were resolved. 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
You are given a notice period of ____ weeks until the _________________________ in 
which to confirm that you will participate in such a hearing and by what means you choose 
to do so. 
 
You will have the following rights at the hearing: 
You may be assisted by a fellow member of your choice. 
You may cross examine witnesses and question evidence. 
Provide evidence in your defence. 
Make any reasonable presentation on your own behalf. 
Please note that the official language of the Society is in English and that the proceedings 
will be fully minuted. 
 
The Council of whom a quorum must be present at the hearing will hear all the evidence 
and then make a finding on the matter. The finding will be final and binding and will be 
confirmed to you in writing. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
Honorary Secretary 
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APPENDIX I (B) 
Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa 

 
Notice of a formal Grievance Procedure 

 
The Council has been requested to convene to hear a formal grievance. The grievance has 
been brought 
 
by _________________________________________________ 
 
The grievance is detailed herein: 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Council is authorised to hear grievances in respect of fellow members, branches, a 
Councillor or the Council. 
 
This notices serves to notify you that the Council wishes your participation in a formal 
grievance procedure. The venue will be as shown below at the time and date specified. If 
you are unable to attend in person the grievance may be conducted by other means of 
written communication. 
 
Address ____________________________ Date _______________________ 
____________________________________ Time _______________________ 
____________________________________ 
 
You are given a notice period of weeks until the ______________________________  in 
which to confirm that you wish to participate in such a procedure and by what means you 
choose to use as a medium of communication if you are unable to attend in person. 
 
All participants will have the following rights at the grievance hearing: 
 
1.  Fellow members may be invited to assist in the procedure. 
2. Witnesses may be cross examined and evidence questioned. 

Please note that the official language of the Society is in English and that the 
proceedings will be fully minuted. 

 
The Council, of whom a quorum must be present at the Grievance hearing, will hear all 
the evidence and will then make a finding on the matter. The finding will be final and 
binding and will be confirmed to all parties in writing. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
Honorary Secretary. 
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Letters to the Editor 
 
STANLEY BUTE D'ARCY NEVILL 
 
The man and his collection 
 
At about 75 years, an age when most collectors 
start storing their equipment, Stan Nevill 
resolutely started with butterflies and moths, 
and joined the erstwhile Lepidopterists’ 
Society of Southern Africa in 1990. Now this 
intrepid octogenarian, has decided to call it a 
day, and to pass his collection of assorted 
insects, moths and butterflies for care, study or 
other purposes to interested persons. The value of preserving and studying such a 
collection for research lies in occasionally finding valuable or unusual material and the 
acquisition of data, such as distributional, temporal or geographical, for management, 
statistical or conservation purposes. This by no means implies that his interest has waned, 
and he intends pursuing his hobby - even at the age of 85 years. 

But who is this member of our Society? It seems that Stan is relatively unknown to 
our members and for this reason a few salient biographical snippets by way of 
introduction are considered of general interest. 

He writes, “I was born at Ibeka in the Transkei on 28 March 1915, matriculating at 
Umtata High, and not surprisingly, became fluent in Xhosa. I was employed on the Anglo 
American Mines for 40 years. Since childhood I took an active interest in nature.” He 
studied and qualifying as a taxidermist, however, his deep interest was shells. Stan was a 
founder member and Chairman of the Natal Shell Society, and was honoured by having 
Honorary Life Membership bestowed on him. Restrictions to collecting shells curtailed  
this activity some years ago. 

The switch to studying Lepidoptera started in earnest during his retirement years at 
Illovo Beach, and later – in 1990 – he moved to Howick when he joined our Society. 
During the Second World War while on active service in Egypt he was wounded and lost 
the use of his left hand. I wonder how most of us would fare when pinning with such a 
handicap. Most of his collecting was done during holidays, and between times at Howick. 
His only notable collecting trip with another member of the Society – Lou Schoeman, in 
his specially adapted vehicle – spanned three days in the Harold Johnson Nature Reserve 
on the North Coast of Natal. 

The collection material comprises an assortment of butterflies and moths, in variable 
condition, but generally labelled sufficiently to be of scientific value. A gazetteer is being 
compiled with his assistance for those labels with abbreviations or unfamiliar locality 
data. Also included is a miscellaneous assemblage of other insects such as Neuroptera, 
Coleoptera and Odonata. These can fortunately be utilised by other professionals. The 
lesson to be gained is that a well-considered and timeous disposal of a collection is always 
of value to someone and is best effected before a gradual yet inevitable deterioration sets 
in. 

 
Well done Stan – we wish you many more years of enthusiastic insect study. 
 

Doug Kroon 
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Sponsor Members 
 
The Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa has a very special category of membership – the 
Sponsor Member. Sponsor members donate a minimum of R500.00 annually to the 
Society. It is only with the aid of such sponsorship that the Society is able to continue to 
maintain the high quality of Metamorphosis. 
 
The Society gratefully acknowledges the following members who have answered the call 
for sponsor membership for year 2000: 
 
Steve Collins 
Alf Curle 
Doug Kroon 
Hermann Staude 
Mark Williams 
 
As with the other fees, the contributors to the Sponsor Member category will be asked to 
increase their donations for the year 2001.  
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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS OF SCIENTIFIC PAPERS 
 
Metamorphosis publishes short scientific papers in lepidopterology, with special 
emphasis on biological, systematic and faunistic studies of the lepidopteran fauna of 
Africa. Only papers in English and reporting on original research are published, and 
submission of a manuscript is taken to imply that the work reported has not been published 
previously and is not being considered for publication elsewhere. Papers exceeding 20 
printed pages are usually not considered, unless the author contributes towards the costs. 
Colour plates will usually only be printed at cost to the author(s) A quotation will be 
obtained and confirmed with an author beforehand. On publication of an article copyright 
of the text and figures is transferred to the society. 
 
Editorial procedure 
 
Manuscripts not conforming to the Instructions below may be returned to the author 
before consideration. All manuscripts of scientific papers will be evaluated by at least one 
reviewer, proofs will be returned to the author if necessary, and only printer’s errors may 
be corrected. Ten (10) offprints are provided free to the author or senior author on request 
and only if the manuscript has been submitted on computer diskette in a computer 
language that the editors are able to convert. Authors must contact the editor to enquire if 
the software they are using can be converted by the editors, because the situation changes 
constantly. Additional offprint numbers can be ordered, at cost, at the proof stage. 
 
Presentation of manuscripts 
 
Three copies of the manuscript and all tables and illustrations must be submitted to the 
Editor. The original of illustrations and the computer diskette will only be required once 
the manuscript has been accepted. The text should be typed on A4-size paper, with double 
line spacing and on one side of the page only, leaving a margin of at least 2cm on all sides. 
The pages should be numbered consecutively, beginning with the title page and including 
those carrying references, tables and legends to figures. All figures and tables must be 
referred to in the text. If a computer diskette is not available then tables are to be typed 
on A5, exactly as found in the printed journal. This of importance for tables which have 
to be accommodated in landscape orientation. 
 
Figures must be boldly drawn in black, waterproof ink and arranged in clear and logical 
plates of sties, white, preferably A4-sized board. All the figures must be numbered in a 
common sequence in Arabic numerals, irrespective of whether they are line drawings, 
photographs, diagrams, graphs or maps. Magnifications should be indicated by scale bars 
on the figures. Lettering on illustrations must be clear and legible and allow a reduction 
of plates to A5 size. Figure legends must be typed on a separate page, and each plate must 
have its own legend, which must be concise but completely explanatory of the figure 
without the need to refer to the text. 
 
Tables should be typed on separate sheets and in consistent style and letter type, and also 
numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals. Each table should be provided with a 
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concise but fully explanatory title or caption above. The same data should not be presented 
in both graphic and tabular form. 
 
Manuscript format 
 
Manuscripts must be arranged in the standard format of scientific papers: title, name(s) 
and address(es) of author(s), abstract, introduction, material and methods, results, 
discussion, conclusion, acknowledgements, literature references. In cases where these 
exact headings are not appropriate (e .g. taxonomic papers, short observations), the paper 
should be structured in a similar, logical fashion and divided into suitable sections with 
or without headings. 
 
The title should be succinct and include suitable attribution to the order and family of the 
genus or species treated but not the names of any new taxon. The full names and addresses 
of all authors should appear underneath each of them. 
 
The abstract should be concise (not exceeding 250 words) but complete and intelligible 
without reference to the text. It should cover the main results of the study, including (in 
taxonomic papers) all nomenclatorial changes or proposals of new taxa.  
 
The introduction should include the aim and objectives of the study and a concise 
summary of the relevant previous work on the subject (unless this follows under a separate 
heading). 
 
The material and methods should fully explain all abbreviations, except the standard 
taxonomic ones and those of measurements, for which the International System of Units 
(SI) must be used. In experimental and purely descriptive work, the deposition of voucher 
specimens must be stated. 
 
The acknowledgements should be concise and simple. 
 
The literature references must be in alphabetical order and adhere to the following 
format, with multiple authors linked by an ampersand (&) and the journal names in full 
and unabbreviated: 
 
SMITH, J.K. & BROWN, A.B., 1985. New species of Papilio from southern Africa 
(Lepidoptera: Papilionidae). Journal of the Entomological Society of Southern Africa 72: 
112–123 
VAN DER MERWE, P.P.J., 1986. The Swallowtails of Africa. Bushveld Press, Pretoria. 
SMITH, J.K, BROWN, A.B. & VAN DER MERWE, P.P.J., 1991. Migratory patterns of 
Pieridae in southern Africa. In: Black, C. & Miller, F., (Eds.) Butterfly Behaviour, 
Bushveld Press, Pretoria, pp. 234–256. 
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Citation of references in the text is compulsory and should appear in the following form: 
Smith (1990), Smith & Brown (1985), (Smith et al., 1991) for more than two authors; 
(Smith 1985a, 1987; Brown 1986, 1991) in chronological order for multiple references. 
References to unpublished sources should be cited as: Smith (in press), Brown (pers. 
comm.) or Miller (unpubl.); only the first of these is to be included in the reference list. 
 
Taxonomic papers 
Papers should constitute a comprehensive treatment of a group delimited by taxonomic, 
geographic, ecological or other biologically meaningful criteria. Papers dealing with 
miscellaneous species having no such natural association or simply describing a single 
new species will only be accepted under special circumstances. The names of new taxa 
should not appear in the title, but all nomenclatorial changes must be listed in the abstract. 
Authors must fully comply with the 4th edition of the International Code of Zoological 
Nomenclature (ICZN) and its recommendations and with the published opinions of the 
International Commission. 

Headings of taxonomic categories above the species group should be centred and 
preceded by the name of the category (e.g. genus, family). When used as taxonomic 
headings and with their first citation in the text, all genus and species group names should 
be cited with their author in unabbreviated form. Nomenclatorial changes should be 
indicated by the standardised abbreviations gen.n. , sp.n. , stat.n ., comb.n , nom.n. as 
recommended by the ICZN; all other abbreviations should be avoided or, if really 
necessary, explained in the section ‘Material and Methods’. Under each taxon heading at 
least the most important references to the taxon must be stated, i.e. its original description, 
revisions, keys synonymies; such references must be included in the bibliography at the 
end of the manuscript. With genera, the type-species with its author and date must be 
listed after the synonymy. 

Descriptions of taxa should be furnished consistently in telegram style (i.e. without 
active verbs), and should be followed by a section indicating the main diagnostic 
characters of the taxon and giving a comparison with its closest relatives and other similar 
taxa. A formal diagnosis should normally not be given in addition to a description, but 
rather in its place when a full description or re-description is unnecessary. Descriptions 
of species should be based on the entire type-series, not only on the holotype, and new 
species should not be described from single specimens without some justification (e.g. 
stating the steps taken to locate/collect more). Names given to new taxa should be simple 
and euphonic, and species names based on geographic entities with complicated local 
names (e.g. townbushensis, skoorsteenkopensis) should be avoided. 

All nomenclatorial and taxonomic changes (synonymies, type designations, generic 
transfers, changes in status, replacement of names, etc.) must be briefly justified, and 
nomenclatorial ambiguities and interpretations must be fully explained. If a type cannot 
be traced, an account should be given of the steps taken to ascertain its whereabouts. 

Type designations must be done in accordance with the ICZN, and types not 
recognised by the ICZN (homotype, metallotype, etc.) are not acceptable. The designation 
of allotypes should be avoided. Primary types (holotypes, lectotypes, neotypes) must be   
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deposited in recognised public taxonomic institutions (not private collections) and, if at 
all possible, in the country of origin of the species. 

All specimens examined should be included in a section ‘Material examined’, citing 
all specimens and their depositories. The data on the specimen labels should be cited 
verbatim in the case of types but standardised for all other specimens examined, arranging 
the localities in alphabetical order within countries or provinces. Obscure localities should 
be identified by means of map co-ordinates. 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Miscellaneous remarks by the editor 
The current editor, for his house style uses Oxford English dictionaries for guidance. 
Alternative spellings, e.g. especially those related to the well-known different usages of 
“s” and “z”, single “l” or double “ll”, should be standardized. In some instances both 
spellings are acceptable, but one is preferred. Date or numerical ranges must have the n-
rule (n-dash) applied instead of a hypen, while a longer dash, the em-dash, is used on 
occasions instead of a comma. To overcome justified paragraphs producing unduly long 
spaces between, for instance, initials e.g. H.J. Peterson or a binomial combination such as 
B. aurota at the end of a line, use a fixed thin space. [ControlShift + Spacebar] in MS 
Word. In this instance H.J. will remain fixed to the surname and “B.” to the species. 
Hypenation will be applied and adopted as set out in the Oxford dictionaries or Hart’s 
Rules for Compositors and Readers. Specific place names or combinations will have the 
first letter capitalized – of both word elements e.g. Sundays River not Sundays-river or 
Ruwenzori Mountain not mountain. 
 
Abbreviations, acronyms and contractions are different concepts, and will be applied 
according to the current editorial style to achieve consistency. 
 
Units of measurement are usually applied directly to the numeral e.g. 45km but 
alternatively may be separated by a thin space e.g. 45 km. 
 
Map coordinates are correctly cited as 34°35'36''S 21°22'23"E and not 34°35’36”. 
 
Useful books and sources of information: 
 
Botanical Latin. History, Grammar, Syntax, Terminology and Vocabulary. William T. Steam. 
Revised 3rd Edition. David & Charles, New Abbot London. 
Composition of Scientific Words. Roland Wilbur Brown. Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, 
D.C. (Reprinted, 1991). 
Hart’s Rules for Compositors and Readers at the University Press Oxford. 39th Edition. Oxford 
University Press. 
The Complete Plain Words. Sir Ernest Gowers revised by Sir Bruce Fraser. Penguin Books. 
The New Oxford Dictionary of English. Chief Editor, Patrick Hanks. Oxford University Press, 1998. 
The Penguin Dictionary of Abbreviations. Penguin Books. 
The Torre-Bueno Glossary of Entomology. Revised edition of A Glossary of Entomology by J.R. de 
la Torre-Bueno including Supplement A by George S. Tulloch. The New York Entomological Society 
in cooperation with the American Museum of Natural History. 
 
 



EDITORIAL POLICY 
 
Manuscripts dealing with any aspect of the study of Afrotropical Lepidoptera will 
be considered. 

Manuscripts not conforming to the instructions below may be returned to 
the author. All manuscripts of scientific papers will be evaluated by at least one 
reviewer. Proofs will be returned to the author if necessary and only printers’ errors 
may be corrected. Ten (10) offprints are provided free to the author or senior author 
on request and only if the manuscript has been submitted on computer diskette in 
a word processing format that the editors are able to convert. Authors should 
contact the editor to enquire if the software that they are using can be converted by 
the editor, as the situation changes constantly. Additional offprint numbers can be 
ordered, at cost, at the proof stage. 

A hard copy of the manuscript, the originals of illustrations, and the 
computer diskette must be submitted to the editor. The text should be printed on 
A4 paper, with double lined spacing, and a margin of at least 2 cm on each side. 
The pages should be numbered consecutively beginning with the title page, and 
including those carrying references, tables, and legends to figures. All figures, 
tables and references must be referred to in the text. If a computer diskette is not 
available, then tables are to be typed on A5 paper, exactly as found in the printed 
journal. To facilitate proper alignment of tables, or landscape orientation, even if 
a diskette is used, it would be appreciated if these can be arranged in A5 format 
(text dimensions having a width 4.5 inches and length 6.5 inches). 

Figures must be boldly drawn in black waterproof ink, and arranged in 
clear and logical plates on stiff white, preferably A4-sized board. All the figures 
must be numbered in a common sequence in Arabic numerals, irrespective of 
whether they are line drawings, photographs, diagrams, graphs or maps. 
Magnifications should be indicated by scale bars on the figures. 

Any opinions expressed in Metamorphosis are those of the contributors and 
not of the Editor or the Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa. 

Additional, expanded author instructions are available on request from the 
editor 
 
 
NOTE: The International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN), Ed. 4. states that 
infrasubspecific names applied to a taxon are invalid and have no standing in terms of the 
Code. However, some forms and aberrations – curiosities - are of general interest to our 
readership. Articles utilising such terms may occasionally be published in Metamorphosis; 
however, this does not imply that Metamorphosis or the editor accept or endorse such 
descriptions. To the contrary, these names remain invalid, and should not be italicised when 
in print and when applied to a particular “taxon" of infrasubspecific status. 
 

COPYRIGHT: All copyright for contributions published in this journal belongs to 
Metamorphosis and/or the individual contributor, but authors bear sole responsibility 
for the factual accuracy of their a1ticlcs. Text extracts may be used with prior, written 
permission from the editor and the author. The journal name, volume, number and date 
of publication must be acknowledged together with the author and title of the article 
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